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St. Petessburg, July 24.—On the
-eve of the peace conference and
with a suddenness already discon-
certing to diplomatic and court cir-
cles, the emperor left Petershof Sun-
dayf on beard the imperial yacht Po-
lar Star. fora conference with Em-
peror William, Who is cruising on
the Hohenzolkrn in Finnish waters.
The czar is accompanied by his
brother, Grand Duke Michael Alex-
androvitch, and a cortsiderabk suite,
'but it is noticeable that there is
no representative of the Russian for-
eign offiee among the emperor's en-
tourage, nor I4 the German ambassa-
ace, Count Aherrekben, on bond the
Polar Star. This gives color to the
report that the meeting was arranged
between the two emperors directly
without recourse to the usual eiplo-
matic channels.
Met Similarly Before.
Like the last meeting between Em-
peror Nicholas and Emperor Wil-
liam, Ita hunting seat in Russian Po-
Lind, where the European and East-
sere situations were discuireed between
the strokes of a game of billiards and
Russia was assured that she need
have no anxiety regarding her west-
ern frontier white engaged with the
Jepaniese, ale conferences in the cab-
ins of the Hoheneollern and the Po-
lar Star will be entirely informal and
probably without secretaries or other
witnesses, urges, perhaps Grand Duke
Michael. Akxandrovitch should be a
participant.
There is r set program of sub-
jects for discussion, aside from a gen
eral consideration of *be factors in
the prerem situation affecting the two
empires, but it cannot beittated that
the coming meeting of the Russo-Jap-
anese plenipotentiaries will occupy a
pl:ce in the foreground
others shink that he is volunteering woman causedsuggestions regarding the internal af-
fairs of Russia. He is not doing so,
but will only give his personal views !,
on their being asked for. Emperor
William has the fullest information
regarding the Russian situation, and
may be e'ele to give Emperor Nicho. GEORGE HOEWISCHE
R, CON-
Las statements of fact and deductions FESSED TO ROBBIN
G HIS
from them that are unknown to the EMPLOYERS.
Russian emperor.
So far as the rumors in other capi-
tals that a t.oherne is afloat to corn-
bite several of the powers in giving
Russia moral support against' the Jap
*nese negotiatione soon to be opened
Poetsmoutb, N. H., concerning
Germany they are denied. explicitly.
Germany's policy of non-interference.
it is often declared, remains the same.
IThe City






Iteimates Fraud on Part of One and
Lack of Authority by An-
other.
German Officially Explains Meeting.
Berlin, July 24.—The foreign office
'titre is achised that- a meeting be-
tween Emperor William and Emper-
or Nicholas took place early today
off the Swedish coast near the island
of Bjoerkoe. Emperor Nicholas
wrote to Emperor Wifliam reyeral
days ago that if during the latter's
yachting in the Baltic be sbotdd ap-
proach the Restaian shore, he (Em-
peror Nicholas) would be pleased to
meet him. The German emperor re-
plied that he would be glad to cruise
tr any convenient point, and the is-
land of Bjoerkoe was suggested. It
was understood that the convereation
was to be entirely personal and inti-
mate, and therefore no mirrester from
either government was to be present,
ethough the Russian, minister of
marine in Emperor Nicholas' suite.
Sequel- to Correspondence.
The meeting is a sequel to the cote
eeaporidence that has been going on
between the two emperors concern-
ing peote; in which Emperor William
urgest_Emperor Nicholas to take seeps
towa40 peace. Emperor William was
-then co-otatirstior with President
sikcioeevelt, seekiel to bring the bellig
events to a discusaion—
peace and in the present meeting the
Associated Press is atithoritutively
informed, Ettmeror William will con-
Anne to advise peace should the Rus-
sian emperor ask for his further views
arid it would be very natural that Em-
peror Nicholas should do so as a de-
velopment of the correspondence
which has already taken place.
Emperor William went to the meet
ing, a's the Associated Press is (dB-
cialty informed, prepared to say, if he
were asked, that be thought Emperor
Vioholas could attain a full under-
standing - and reconciliation with the
discontenked portions of his people
only through refornis. The German
government is interested in seeing the
neighboring country peaceful and
PrOseieri?tnufor it ,is toward she RuS-
sian empire +drat et..ntatry't manufact
'nem look for greet trade expansion
in the future.
Not Istlawfurence. 4tr
The German ilinteitier is most re-
luctant to have either the Russians or
Frankfert, Ky., July 24.—Auditor
Hager has declared vacant the office
of State Revenue Agent Harrison, of
Lexington, as the It of his failure
te renew his officond within a
reasonable time, and as the result of
charges against him in connection
with the collection of moneys due the
commonwealth as omitted taxes.
Under the orders of Gov. Beckham
a rigid inveleigation is being conduct-
ed by State Inspector and Examiner
Hines, and if the charges are sus-
tined proceedings will be instituted
against him.
The charges preferred against Re
enue Agent Harrison, who is one
former Auditor Coukee, appointees,
relate to the entering of a judg
for 'nixes very much less than t
state was entiteed to. The charge
ea- preferred by Shel•iff Wood Mc-
Chord, of Clark county, and the in-
formation came to him through Rob-
ert Thomas, manager of the Ford
lumber company, of Clark county,
which had been sued for back taxes.
Mr. McChord refused to accept the
settlement tendered by Mr. Thomae,
and came here and laid the matter
before Auditor Hager. Art effort
was made to keep the matter quiet
pending tbe report of the state in-
spector, who went to Winchester
several days ago to conduct an inves-
tigation. He interviewed the sheriff
and a brother of Manager Thomas.
and made a verbal report of
their st nternents.
Auditor Hager has also declar-
ed that Agent Luca-, of Paducah, is
filing many suits at Hopkinsville is
exceeding his authority and the Suits
and settlements won* stator. Lucas
says he is obeying the laws and ob-
serving his rights, and that Hager's
charge is one of spite.
Hurt His Limb
Piles of Goods Found at Home of
Mrs. Morehead, With Whom
He Consorted.
was the cause of it all.
In one of the mysterious manners
no known to the entire world, the have, and the committee ratifies hi:,
authorities several weeks ago got
hold of the fact teat mire. eio„teeeae action, realizing that his position is
the. one wherein it can be better seen
seemed to be weld supplied with fine Much room each teacher is the best
Shoes,. silk hosiery, sect night-
wn,, lace handkerchiefs, and in 
adapted to,
et about everything that could
Arne out of a well assorted stock
kept in a dry goods, shoe and de-
ment establiyhment. Detectives
ker and Moore commenced work-
ing on the case and last week there
was recovered a pair of shoes from a
female arid the good's confieoated.
They were shown to Mr. Rudy, who
readily identified the shoes as com-
ing from tiis stock. He ordered the
authorities to run down the thief at
all hazards and yesterday Detective
Moore went to the home of Mrs.
Mkereheed, on North Tenth street,
and confronted her with the incrim-
inating circumstances. She quickly
confessed and opened drawer after
drawer and exhibited fine hosiery,
underwear, shoes and other superior
goods costing a high figure when
bought. She stated that Hoewischer
had fallen in love with her and sup-
plied her with everything she wanted,
*their relations on 'his visits being of
•an improper character. She confess-
ed to having sold Kate •Putman, of
Mechanicsburg, two pairs of shoes, to
Lillie Bulger, of roo6 North Tenth
street, a pair of seoes, much under-
wear, muny handloeranefs and some
fine reek stockings. To 'Jennie Smith,
of Harris between Sixth and Sev-
enth she had void a pair of shoes and
silk stockings, white she let Beulah
Lambdin of North Tenth streets,
have some nightgovrns for money and
TURNING PLANK THREW MR. made her a present of 
two pairs of
BAKER AND HURT HIS stockings
LEG. ' Mrs. Morehead stated that in f
act
lioeveischer virtually clothed herself
Doctors Find No Bones Were Broken and family of three ch
ildren, while
in Foot of Mrs. Amenda Wil- there was much surplus 
good!, sent
helm—Ailing People. down, which she disposed o
f to
friends. She chimed that thi clerk
Mr. Thomas Baker, foreman of had been furnishing 
her goods since
The Register composing rooms, was January moth, and alw
ays sent them
painfuley hurt while walking across out by a colored port
er who drove
Third !erect where the reconstruction the, More wagon.
work is going on, near Adams. He After Detective 
Moore got all the
had stepped upon a plank which flew information he wan
ted yeeterday, he
up and Pet him fail-in such a way that came up into the
 city after Meseta.
his shin wee painfully cut la several Rutty and Phillips, wh
o went down
places. He ie not laid op, however, to the Morehead 
home and identified
all the goods as being their property.
No Bones Broken. They took poseession o
f everything
The attending physicians have fully except some &eve good
s that had
examinee the foist of Mrs. Amande been made int
o clothing. These ar-
Wilhelm and find that no bones were ticks were all take
n back to teje store
broken in same when she was knock- and a war
rant gotten out for Hoe-
- down at Sixth - sorrel -Jeffer.
stiosts one morning last week when
run down by the Evanoville brewery
wagon. She is reeteng Well but still
confused to her bed where she will
have to remain a week or two on ac-
count of the eevere bruises.
WILL PROBABLY BE PLACED
THIS WEEK BY THE
C011111111ITTEE.
Superintendent Ragsdale of County
Schools, Granted 'Certificate to
es All Three Applicants.
It is probable that Superintendent
Lieb will sometime this week ask
the proper committee of the school
board to heed a meeting for the pur-
pose of naming the respective room
over which each teacher will preside
during the coming scholastic year,
commencing the seeond Monday in
September. It is generally decided
upon at the August meeting of the
full school board evhat room the
teachers shall preside over,, and be-
fore the fall meeting the committee
outlines the places for each instruc-
t oe and reports accordingly for con-
firmation of the action. The next
regular session of the entire trustee-
ship is the coming Thursday night,
August 1, and as right after that
Sjperintendent Lieb expects to leave
r a several weeks' absence in the
Ozark mountains in Missouri, he
wants to arrange the teachers •before
going, and have everything in this
•
Quite a startling arrest and con-
fession was made yesterday afternoon
iehen Chief Collins took charge of
-George Hoewischer, one of the here-
tofore trusted clerks of the Rudy,
PhiUjps Se Co. general establishenent
on Broadway between Second and
Third streets. He is charged with
stealing goods from the employees
and giving them to a woman named
MTS. Morehead, of 1008 North Tenth
street. He was placed in the city
lockup for several hours, but last
night John Birth, in company with
Mr. James Rudy, came to the head-
quarters and executed bond for the
release of Hoewisoher.
The downfall of Hoewischer will
come as a thunderbolt not only to the
proprietors but the public as well, as
he is one of the city's best knew
salesmen, has friend's everywhere and
was trusted to the utertost by the con-
fiding employers. efe confessed to
the stealing arid stated that a woman particular connecti
on settled as re-
gards the coming school year. Ordi-
narily the superintendent names the
room for the different teachers to
Some Better.
The many friends of Miss Dow
Husbands will lae pleased to learn
that she was tootle better yesterday
with her aettack of malarial fever and
heart trouble, at her home on Tenth
and Jefferson Street!.
Other Sick People.
Mot. Herry Evans was moved Sad-
day from' the Craig House so the
Henry Weil ward at the Riverside
hospital on account of Mmes. xt•
Mr. II. E. Hall, the commis/sits
merchant of South Smooch is' able to
be up after a week's illness.
Mr. Lon Engiert is ill at his home
with an 'Meek of cramp colic.
Mrs. F Dirdner is quite low de —In j
umping trout a ladder yestee-
her home on West Monroe street, day afeern
oon little Owen Kertls pain-




Ragsdale of the county public schools
awarded certificates to Mrs. Flooence
Grant, L. W. Feezor and C. M. Cox,
eke document, showing that these
*nee made percentages sufficiently
14 616entitle them to positions in the
awing lest week's examinations
county public schools. Mr. Feezor
will teach the Gralormville school,
while Mks. Grant takes the West
MieCracken schook There being
no vacancy for Mr. Cox, he will have
toadipei4 for his position. All made
gbed percentages and evidenced
thereby knowledge eudliaient. to be
public instructors.
Schools Started.
Yesterday the Lone Oak county
school etaeted for the coming session,
wide District No. 5 started its school
wench it out upon the Benton road
several miles from this city. The bal-
epee of the county buildings will
open at diffeernt periods between
now and October and be in full 'blast
for the ensuing term.
erage Salary.
In figuring up his annual report
for the stbete superintendent at Frank-
fort, County Superintendent Marvin
Ragsdale yesterday computed and
showed Where for the pest year the
average salary paid the male teach-
ers in the county schools was $43
per month, and the average paid the
females was $36.64 per month. The
total amount of money expended for
the last scholastic year in the county,
was $12,923.
Start Anew
KITTY LEAGUE WAS VIRTUAL-
LY REORGANIZED YES-
TERDAY.
Association Decides Several Matters
Of Interest to Fans—Paducah
Gets Pennant, of Course.
clubs and the seventh on some neu-
tral grounds.
A new schedule of games was ar-
ranged. It runs from July 22 to
September 20th.
Paducah and Cairo had a little tilt
for the game on Labor Day, but it
was finally agreed that the game
should be played at Cairo and that
the grand stand as well as general
receipts should be divided between
the clubs. Hopkinsville was refund-
ed the money put up for good faith.
Henderson's money had been prev-
iously returned.
It was decided that no new players
can be secured after September r.
Those attending the meeting were
President Brown and Gus Thompson,
of Paducah; Acting Secretary M. J.
Farnbaker and Dan McCarty, of Cai-
ro; Vice President Yeager of Prince-
ton and Treasurer C. C. Gcisnell, of
Vincennee,
The general belief is that the busi-
ness of the remaining part of the sea-
son will be better than that hereto-
fore, as the clubs will be found
stronger and the fans will have
cause- for enthusiasm.
Vincennes, Ind„ July 24.—The of-
ficiate of the Kitty league met at the
-wha wilted and immediately Grwnd  _Hotel, this city,. this afters
made a c2niession on being coiliront-inoon per the call issued loaf
ed with the circumstances. He ac- The meeting vase e most harmonious
lenowledged the woman caused his one in spite of much business being
dcorrifatl. He is a married man of transacted,
family who resides on South Third ,Vice-President Riggs' resignation
street and lias always stood high, was presented and accepted. Attire-
Although determined to prosecute ney Yeager, the new president of the
Mr. Rudy last night felt the natural Princeton club, was elected to the
sympathetic feeling for an unfortu- vacancy.
nate man, and assisted in getting Treasurer Gomel!, of Vincennes,
bone for the peculating clerk, who ie and Yaeger, of Princeton, were elect-
charged' only with petty larceny. His ed to the board of directors.
bond is fixed at $too and he will-have It wits. decided to start the standing
to appeari in the police court before of the clubs over uncles the new for-
Judge Sanders this morning. mation of the league at moo and
When news of his arrest became firom the games played on the aend,
broadcast yesterday it caused con- Paducah was awarded the pennant
aternation, as everybody had the for the first half of the season. It
highest respect for him, while the was also decided that the winner of
employers and other clerks looked the pennant of the test half of the
upon him as one and
Twist reliable n en.
Colored Ward
WILL MOVED TO BASE-
MEN i' WINOS AT RIVER-
SIDE HOS-Or:AL.
The leoard of Direstors Yes.erday




At the meeting yesterday afternoon
of the board of directors ,or River-
side hose:tal, it was decided to let
Niftayer Yeiser, president 01 the body,
get bids estimating the probitii'.e cost
fixing up and equipping :et two
e wards. in the basement, ier use
by the colored pauper patients. At
present the basement Wings of the
structure at Fourth and Clay streets
are not finished with plastering, ceil-
ing, etc., having only the rough-edged
brick at the waits.
Right now the first floor wing to
the right of the main entrance is for
colored pauper patients, and the op-
posite wing on that floor for the col-
ored females. The second floor wings
are for the white people, but the di-
rectors believe they wile fix up the
bssernent win to it ooloted_peo-
ple, put the velltrpauper patients on
the first floor ,noei set apart for the
colored and then let those second
floor wards now set apart for the
white paupers.. to be used as a general
ward for white people wantinglo pay
for treatment, but db not want to
take one of the rooms set aside for
the pay patients..
Yesterday the directors also decid-
ed that the superintendent-matron
shall get $5o a month, one nurse $35,
the other $25 per month, while as to
those women wanting to study to be-
come trained nurses at the training
school to be started, they will be
timid $2 per week and furnished room
and board. The Matron, nurses, etc..
all get their boarding free. The ne-
gro porter is to be paid $15 per
month, while the cooks are to be
hired at the best figure possible. It
was also dended that the colored
porter carry out the slops, etc., from
the colored wards, and not leave this
to the nurses.
The furniture and fixture, fit for
use at the old hospital were yesterday
moved down to the new institution,
while that not desired will be dis-
carded. Mrs. iBireheet, the former
matron of the old hospital, will be at
that building on South Fifth for a
few days moving her private effects.,
her services having been discontinued
when Riverside 'hospital was opened.
season shall play seven games with
Pacheath at the end of the season and.! with his diplonuecy and
 his power of
see which club shall have the pen- iimpressing thos
e about him with the
nant for the year. Three of these accuracy of his views,
 drew to him
Frames are to be played bn the the unquestioni
ng service of the men




FORMER SECRETARY OF WAR
EXPIRED SUDDENLY AT
HIS HOME.
WAS AN ALLY OF
SAMUEL TILDEN.
Became Private Secretary to Cleve-
land When Latter Was Gov-
ernor of New York.
ATTRACTED ATTENTION
IN CABINET POSITION.
Pougkeepsie, N. Y., July 24.---Col.
Daniel Scott Lamont, Secretary of
War during President Cleveland's
second administration, died suddenly
at bis home at liqllbrook, Duchess
county, last night at 9:t5 o'clock. Col.
and Mrs. Lamont were driving yes-
terday afternoon and Col. Lamont
appeared to be enjoying the best of
health.
After dinner he complained of feel-
ing ill, and Dr. Stewart, of New York,
who is a gfiest at the house, imme-
diately went to his side. The physi-
cian diagnosed the cast as an attack
of heart failure, and in spite of heroic
treatment Mr. Lamont passed away
within half an hour. At his deathbed
were Mrs. Lamont and his two
daughters, Frances and Bessie. Sev-
eral guests at the Lamont home were
also present when the end came.
His Successful Career,
M. Lamont was born on a farm
near Cortlandville, Cortland county,
N. Y., February 9, 1851.
Attracted to Samuel J. Tilden, who
was the great lighting power against
the famous Tweed ring, young La-
mont later became his clerk, and
when in 1872 the long-gathering
storm burst over Tweed and Tilden
!mounted to power in the state, La-
mont became a confidential agent tb
the future governor, and his chief po-
litical aide. In F074 Tilden became
govewoor and Lornont chief clerk to
the secretary of state and also cleric
of the Democratic state committee.
Two years eater Daniel Manning,
who had gained control of the Albany
Argus, cent for Lamont. offering
him a situation On the editorial staff,
which he accepted.
When Grover Cleveland was elect-
ed governor, Mr. Lamont became his
private secretary, and a stronger ally •
or more reliable secretary no execu-
tive of time state has ever had. His
intimate knowledge of Men and things
political mink him invaluable to
Grover Cleveland, and when the lat-
ter+ went to Washington as the na-
tion's chief executive, in 1895, La-
mont went with him, still as private
!secretary.
His business career in New York
started between the first arid second
terms; of President Cleveland. He
associated himself with a syndicate of
capitalists, who saw the humorist ben-
efit to be gained by the consolidation
of some of the great street railways
of New York in one system. He was
little known in the deals that follow-
ed, but his organizing faculty and ex-
ecutive ability were as manifest as
before, and the !niceties of his plans
advanced 'him rapidly on the road to
wealth.
Delegation of Paducah Red Men
Returned Early This Morning.
Thi, morning early the delegation
of Red Men from this city returned
from Murray, where they went last
evening on a special train at 6:30
o cfceek and ori- iittrat organized the
newly organized lodge for that city.
Last week they went down to install
the new body, but factional feeling
there caused four of the member, to
blaekbail fifteen of the best citizens,
so Great Sachem Leech Bebout of
this state, refused to bet the lodge be
inducted under those circumstances.
Now the membership .has been revis-
ed, those four charged with the black-
balling left off the roll, and a lodge
of about fifty members installed last
evening.
and his fidelity to those in whose ser-
vice he enlisted was one of his most
marked characteristics. He was a
good judge of men, and his faculty for
selection of instruments and agents
amounted almost to genius, This,
Went Into the Cabinet
Then came Cleveland's second
term, and Lamont returned reluc-
tantly to Washington, where he be-
came Secretary Of War. At the end
of four years he returned once more
to New York. 'He had attracted the
attention of the greater Leaders of fi-
nance, however, during this stay in
Weelaingtou and later his re4intatitige
brought the Northern Pacific railroad
officers to him, and entering their
service he became first vice president
of that company, in charge of its
Eastern affairs.
Col. Lamont gave the impression
at first of being a morose maw, and
it 9119 only intimate acquaintance
with him that dispelled that illusion
.
It is said of him that he never made
a five-minute speech in his life, and
Isis limitations of ,peech were general-
ly eye," or "no." No one could be*
less of a convereationalist than he,
and in his businese affairs it is said
he had a faculty for concise state-
ment that is not a little remarkabbe.
He knew just how to exclude all
non-essentials, and get to results
without ever disclosing the proceseett
by which he reached them.
'It is said that he possessed a gr
eat
fund of humor, but was not given t
o
its frequent expression. . He was ose







NEW CONCERN ABSORBS AL-
DEN KNITTING MILL
PLANT.
Incorporating Articles Mere Fled
Yesterday Capitaliatilf New
Company at $.1oo,000.
Messrs. George C. Wallace, Robert
B. Phillips and T. L. Upton- yester-
day morning filed articles of incorpor
ation at the county clerk's office in-
corporating the Dixie Mills company
-which is virtually the old plant at
,Eighth and Joaes streets known as
'the Alden Knitting Mill company.
The concern is capitalized at $icio,000
and the stock subscribed for as fol-
lows: George C. Wallace, 497 shares;
Robert B.- Phillips, 497 shares; T. L.
Upton, three shares, and George E.
Phillips three shares. The officers
elected are Robert Phillips, president;
•Ceorge C. Wallace, vice president;
T. L. Upton, treasurer, and Gecrge
secrefary. -- -
The company will continue running
the Eighth and Jones street factory,
which is a very large one and turns
cut. hosiery and such goods for the
market. Mr. Upton has been super-
in' endent of the plant for some time
' is an experienced official. Messrs.
\ ''s.ce, Phillips and others have
in • --fore run the Alden Knitting
- y under lease, but by now in-
4 lting they will take over the
!together.
George C. Wallace Commis-
- •-pany, which maintains head-
, - the factory building and
1.- outpar. will continue un-
bead the same as here-
--n-d by Messrs. \Val-




V. . ',HIP SUNDAY
x.• ENING.
Rain Prevented Many Children From
Attending Meeting Sunday—Rev.
Pinkerton Returns.
The big campmeening at Eddyville
came to a close Sunday night and
thousands were there to witness the
final service of the gathering which
has been going on for the past ten
days. Several hundred people went
up from this city, the Illinois Central
railroad having made an e-peciaily
low rate for that purpose, and it was
taken advantage of, by an unusually
large crowal. The parties who have
been holding the meeting are prepar-




THE STEAMBOATMZN SENT IN
THEIR PETITION YES-
TERDAY.
Auxiliary Fire Alarm Loxes $tation-
ed in Railroad Hospital—News
From the Rails.
Yesterday Captains James Till and
Harry Brazleton forwarded to Major
Newcomer the petition signed by all
the steamboatmen of this city urging
that there be immediately torn down
the old abandoned bridge ci the .Illi-
nois Central railroad- spanning the
Tennenee river above here at Gil-
bertsville upon the Louisville division
The petition was signed by eighty-
five steamboat owners, captains, pd-
pots and others handicapped by the ex-
igence of the condemned structure,
arrd they lay beficre the major the vi-
tal -reasons why the rUtUr shotild
come down right away. Mr. New-
comer is the United States govern-
in-ent official who ha charge of the
improvements along the 
Tennesseeriver and maintains headquarters at
Chattanooga, Tenn-. An answer .to
the petition is expected the last of
this week.
Not Many There.
Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock was
the time set for the Sunday school
children of the city no meet at the
First Christian church for the pur-
pose of organizing •nd commencing
their singing rehearsal preparatory
to 'helping at the Sunday school con-
vention which will be held here next
week at the First Christian church.
On account of the hard rain nc,e
many of the children appeared Sun-
day afternoon, as the deluge detained
them at home. Rev. William BOUT-
• euin, of the coming convention, has
called another meeting for next Sab-
bath afternoon at the same hour and
place, by the little folks who are
urged to be there.
Continues Low.
The wife of Rev. E. H. Cunning-
ham remains quite low at her home
on Ninth and Ohio streets.
Returns Next Week.
Rev. W. H. Pinkerton will return
from Ghent, Ky., next week and go to
Benton to conduct the revival meet-
ing sebedukci there.
EUROPEAN RULERS DOOMED.
According to Decision of Anarchists
at Meeting in Paris.
'New York, July 24 —A -meeting of
TOO anarchism was held Sunday night,
says a Herald dispatch from Paris.
French, Italian and Spanish agitators
were present. Violent speeches were
made., a militant program being ad-
•. leaved, and it ir said to have been
___slecida41 -to- -proeneel -energetleally
against European rulers.
The 'Spaniards were the moon -vehe-
ment and said they were in daily
communication 'with towns in the
neighbothood cd San Sebastian, and
that aheir comrades at Hendaye, 'Fenn
and other places were awaiting the Inc
casion of the daily promenades of
King Alfonso ta make an attempt
againsthim.
STAY OF EXECUTION
Islas Been Granted in the Case of Al-
bert T. Patrick.
---
New York, July 24.—Ptifilite
O'Brien, of the come' of appeals, has
granted an order !Raining the execu-
*ion of Albert T. Patrick, convicted
of the murder of aged William M.
Rice. in this city, pending-the hearing
and deterininatirm of the argument
upon the motion of a re-srgtiment of
the ease. The time for the .re-argu
ment he been fixed for Oottober 2
next. ••
Progressive Precaution.
At the railroad hospital there is be-
ing installed five auxiliary fire *alarm
boxes in different parts of the build-
ing so an alarm can- be quickly flash-
ed to the main box on the front porch
and tran mitted to the fire depart-
ment. The institition is so large
that these boxes are scattered around
because it would take too much time
to run from the rear to the front ev-
ery time an alarm has to be turned
in. Fortunately fire has never yet
visited the 'hospital.
New Storekeeper Here.
Mr. John Trent, the new sot- rekeep-
er for the local shops, arrived here
Sunday and yesterday morning as-
sumed his clutie. with which he- is
quite familiar, having been in that
department for several years. He suc
ceeder A. J. Hollenbec-, Who wenn to
Louisville as assistant general store-
keeper for the L. & N.
Upholsterer Hurt.
Mr. Louis Rapp, the upholsterer at
the I. C. shops, is suffering from a
painful gaslh on his brad by a large
pole striking him as he was leaving
she shop Saturday. The pole was be-
ing carried 'by another who bumped
into Mr. Rapp before seeing the lat-
ter, who was knocked unconacious.
Big Excursion Crowd.
This afternoon at 4 o'clock there
leaves Louisville returning here the
big I. C. excursion that went up Sun-
day web knuteen coaches.
Off on Vacation.
Mr. Horace Flegle has gone to
I ouisville to spend his vacation.eHe
is claim agent at the freight house.
Well Known Lady
IlirRS. R. W. THOMPSON DIED
OF TYPHOID FEVER IN
COUNTY.
Remains of Hodge Whitney Interred
Sunday Afternoon, Time Be-
ing Changed.
Sunday at noon there was buried
at the Allcock cemetery in the
county the remains of Mrs. R. W.
Thompson of the Metter section,
who passed away the evening before
of typhoid fever after a several weeks
suffering.
The deceased was. sixty-eight years
of age and one of the beet known la-
dies of that neighborhood. She was
the wife of Mr. R. W. Thompson,
arid besides him left a family of sev-
en grown sons and dasighters, one
of the latter of whom as dangerously
ill with the same ailment that killed
her minther.
Buried Sunday.
Sunday afternoon at 3 o'clock the
remains of Mr. Hodge Whitney were
buried at Oak Grove cemetery, fol-
lowing funeral services held at his
residence on South Sixth street. It
was not intended to hold the funeral
erAral morning, but as the body
smirk) not keep, this was done Sun-
day. He is the gentleman Who was
drowned up at Clark's river while
working on the transfer company's
sand digger as foreman.
Remains Arrive.
The remains of the infant son of
Me. and Mrs. Edgar Hamilton arriv-
ed here Stmdlay from Logansport,
Ind., and were brined yesterday after-
noon at 3 o'clock at Oak Golfe cem-
etery, following the buriat servires,
preached at the reeidence of the
Child's+ grandparents. Mr. and 7.dirs.
14. F. Barrow, of Miadinon near
Twelfth street.
Claiming that Jame. Smith, of Mid
4k-shorn, attacked him with a beer
bottle 'because he sought to protect a
small hens who was being 'roughly
handled by Smith. John Golden emp-
tied the contents of a shntgen into the
heart of his esseilant, death resulting





JOHN CROAL AND OTHERS
CONTINUED.
Until Saturday Was Postponed the
Warrant Charging Darkies With
Selling Beer on Cars.
In the police court yesterday morn-
ing Judge Sanders set for trial to-
morrow the case charging Worth
flolcomb, John Croal, Sam (Nubs)
Holland and Clyde Martin with gamb
ling.
Charles Evans, the negro cab driver
was held to the grand jury in $loo
bond for alleged pett ylarceny. He
is the negro in whose hack was sent
to the New Richmond hotel by friend
ly citizens, the unknown drunken
man found lying on the Cumberland
Presbnterian church sleps Saturday
afternoon. Evans is charged with
keeping 75 cents -the people give him
to pay  _the New Richmond hotel-pro-
prietor for keeping the unknowa
drunk.
Until Friday was
housebreaking charge against Bennie
Blake.
Until Saturday was postponed the
action against Will Diggs and Will
Kirk, the two negroes charged with
selling liquor aboard the street car
the night of the negro trolley ride.
The beverage has not yet been analy-
zed and thils necessitated another
postponement.
The following breach of the peace
cases were disposed of: Florence
Greer, colored, fined $30; Charles
Grossharit and Wood Jones, continu-
ed until today; Ida Moss, alias Ida
Rice, fined $5; John Jones dismissed.
and Harvey Allen fined $5; Henry
and Mollie Thompson, left open;
Frank Irvin and Sarah Hobbs, fined
$io each.
George Dozier wao fined $10 and
costs for being drunk and disorderly,
while Lige Slugg was fined $5 for the
same offense.
Charles Wade, colored, got $25 fine
z,nd ten days in jail for carrying a
nizor concealed on his person.
Anna Wallace was given a contin-
uance until next Saturday of the case
charging her with using insulting
language.
Jim Jones, Addle Chat man and
Sarah Hobbs were fined $1 each for 
drbeing unk.
R.ealty Market
QUITE ACTIVE AND MANY
DEEDS FILED FOR
RECORD.
Mrs. Sallie Elrod by Will Leaves
Everything But $5 to Grand-
daughter, Nannie Powell.
Property on the East side of Mill
street -has been sold by L. D. Hus-
bands to George Watson for $150,
and the deed filed with the county
clerk yesterday for record.
Arthur C. Futter!! purchased from
Brack Owen, for $225. property on
Clay street in the Fountain Park ad-
dition.
A. B. Sowell sold to L. R. Barnes,
for $15o each, two pieces of property
on Ashbrook street in Mechanics-
burg.
Margaret Arts transferred to A. B.
Arree, for $300, property on Twen-
tieth and Jackson streets.
E. E. Averitt bought from Arthur
C. Futrell for $9oo. property on the
South side of Clay between Sixteenth
street and Fountain avenue.
Licensed to Marry.
The clerk issued a marriage license
to Jessie Bumphis, aged 26 and Cora
Short*, aged 22, colored people of the
city.
Qualified.
Edward Alexander qualified as ad-
ministrator of the estate of his little
girl, Ellie Alexander, who died Past
week as the remit of being nin over
and injured by a street oar on South
Sixth near Tennessee streets.
Mrs. Elrod'. Will.
The will of the late Mtn. Sallie El-
rod, of the county, has been probated
in the county court hy judge Light-
Bound To Sell.
We are going to sell you some ail-
- ver plated spoons, knives and forka,
extra pieces in tableware, at prices
you will appreciate if you need any
at all.
Genuine Rogers knives and forks,
$4 grade, $2.75; Rogers 1847 knives
and forks, $4.5o grade, $3.50; genuine
Rogers teaspoons, $1.50 grade, 75c;
gravy ladle, cold meat fork, etc., 
$2.00grade, $1.00 each.
Engraving done free on every piece
you buy.
These are hot weather prices.
Goods must be seen to have you con-
vinced. They are a bargain. Call
early. Watches at bargain prices.
Eye See Jewelry &
Optical Co.
Twenty years experience.
J. A. Konetzka, Jeweler and Optician.
311 proadyavr—Yellow Front.
continued the Bacon 9s
Drug Stores
Headquarters for Spaulding baseball




7th & Jackson Sts. phone ar& Clay Sts., phone 38.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
zao NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Phases 355
Office Hcairst 8 to ro a. m., r to 3
p. m. and 7 to 9 p.
Office 2nd Floor Fraternity Building-





J. V. GRIEF, MGR.
319 Kentucky Avenue—Tel, 956-red.
H. B KEEBLER,
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Repair work and fencing • specialty.
Phone 1471.
EXCURSION BULLETIN.
Niagara Falls--July 36th, and train
ro4 of July 27th, round trip $17.05,
good returning for 12 days. Tickets
will only be accepted on morning
train Ni..'. 16 from Louisville July
27th via B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in con-
nection with Erie R. R., leaving C•in-
cinnatt sarne date
Niagara Falls—August 4th, and
train No. 104 of August 5th, round
trip. $1705, good returning for 12
days. Tickets will be accepted from
Louisville only on morning rrain No.
ttS, B. & 0. S.-W. R. R. in connection
with C. H. & D. R. R. from Cincin-
nati, Pere Marquette and Wabash
railroads.
Atlantic City—All trains of August
3rd, round trip $21.55 in connection
with C. & 0. R. R. from Louisville,
and good on• all trains of that line,
leaving Louisville August 3rd, and
returning until August 14th.
Atlantic City—All trains of August
loth, resind trip $2t.55 in connection
with B. & 0. S.AV. R. R. from Louis-
ville and on all trains leaving that
place Atrgust Toth, good retuvnirtg for
12 days.
Chataimna Lake, N. Y.—July 28th,
round trip $19.60, good returning un-
til Anginal aoth.
Louisville, Ky.—July 30th and 31st,
round trip $6o5, good returning until
August loth.foot. The document was written For further particulars apply,March t5th, 7904, and the signature
of the deceased witnessed by Sarah
Waltman and pr, L, a_Young... _I.n
the trill Mrs. Elrod ,provider that $5
shall go to her daughter, Lillie Ru-
dolph, and the balance of the estateto her grand-daughter. Nannie Ann
Powell. If the latter dies the prop-erty goes to Fred Powell, a grand-
son. Dr. L G. Graham, of the
county was named as administrator
of the estate and guardian of the
grand-daoghter.
TURKS ARE SUCCESSFUL.
Making Progress Against the Insur-
gents in Yemen.
Hodedia, Yemen Province Turkish
Arabia., July 24.—The Turks are
meeting with some success against
the insurgents of Sanaa, the capital
city cif Yemen province.
with dispatches.
,:hat city commenced July Tj from
three directions. Mkirslial Aimed
Fezi Pad*, at the head 'of the Ala-
hnnian hataltions, dislodged the reb-
els from a strong pos,iti9n- near Mon- For perfection ono parity smokeakta, inflicting severe l&sses on them. glk Dream roe cigar.
11M111•10...,
,r
L. S. DuBois, Prest, H. C. Overbey, Vice-Prest. Wm. Hughes, Cashier.
STATEMENT
The Paducah Banking CO.
At Close
Loans and discounts
Cash and exchange  
Furniture and Fixtures
J. T. Donovan, Agt. Paducah, Ky.




No Intention of Giving Up Reins De-
spite Adverse Vote,
London, July 24.—The g-overnmeet
ha* no intention of resignation in
consequence of Thursday's adverse
vote. This W19 the gist of Premier
Balfotsr's eagerly anticipated state-
rnent in the House of Comnions thin
afternoon.
Although it had been generally un-
denstood that such would be the de-
cision of the premier, there was fev-
erish eagerness on all sides to heat
the exact terms of his statement.
The house was literally packed.
Every gallery available to the peers
and the pittilk was crowded, and
there had not been such an attend-




























Do you want a first class Job by an
expert workman? If you do take
it to
lohn Bleich, leweler.
224 Broadway, Paducah, Ky.
L . COULSON,
PLUMBING..
Steam and Hot Water Heating.
Phone 133 5-- Broadway.
4
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Padur-sth, Kentucky.
Capital and Surplus $158,000
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. G. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRES.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER.
Transacts all regular banking business. Solicits your deposits.
per cent per annum on time certificate of deposits.. Safety boxes
Pays
in fire
proof vault for rent at $3 to $zo per year as to sise. You carry your owe




This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
managemeet, for guests at, the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very bests accommodations at reasonable rates





Superior Facilities for Office
Handling Freight, Machinery 2nd and Monroe
And Household Goods. Both 'Phones ii
P. D. Fitzpatrick, Supt
Abram L. Well de Co
FIRE INSURANCE
Accident, Life, Liability, Steam Boiler-
Campbell




We Write Anything in Insurance
Office 306 Broadway Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
GO TO 
T_,HOTE LAGOMARSINO
FOR YOUR DINNI ".
35e EVERY DIN EXCEPT SUNDAY.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
































































































BY UNITED STATES SPECIAL
COMMISSIONER
In the District Court of the 
United
States for the Western District
Of Kentucky.




People's Independent Telephone 
Company, Deiendant.
Notice is hereby given that 
pursu-
.ant to and by virtue of a 
decree in
the above entitled; cause, by the 
above
.entitled court, Hon. Walter 
Evans,
Judgee_dited Tule 3. 1905, I, the un-
dersigned, SpeciiT—Ccimmissieffere
wild sell at public auction to the 
high-
est and best bidder, upon the 
terms
hereinafter stated, at the county court
house door, in McCracken county,
state of Kentucky, in the city of Pa-
ducah, at noon on the 14th day of
August, 1905, the rartie being the first
day of the McCracken county court,
as an entirety and as one property,
and not in separate parcels, all and
singular the property of the defend-
% ant, mild People's Independent Tele-
phone company, hereinafter more
specifically described and all the right,
title, interest and equity of redemp-
tion of said People's Independent
Telephone Co., in and to said prop-
erty, described as follows, towit:
Being all the property, real and
personals and wheresoever situated,
, of said People's Independent Tele-
• phone Co., being party of the first
part, whether in poesession, remain-
der or reversion, or in action, and
now owned or hereafter to be ac-
quired, all the telephones, telephone
lines, telephone exchanges and sys-
• tense, now belonging, to or hereafter
to be acquired by 'mid Telephone
• company under its present or any
future corporate powers; all fran-
chises, granted by the city of Padu-
cah, Ky., privileges, rights ease-
nsents, licenses, poles, wires, conduits,
cables, batteries. switchboards, appa-
ratus, appliances, tools, implements,
material, supplies, office furniture
and fixtures now owned or hereaf-
ter to be acquired by said telephone
company: all other machinery equip-
ment to and chattel property of every
'kind and nature, used in connection
with its telephone exchanges and
systems and now owned or hereafter
to be acquired by said telephone
company. and all its tolls, rents, in-
come, chose. in action, claims and
demand's of every kind and descrip-
tion, now owned by it or hereafter to
• be acquired; and including not only
alb its property and rights of every
Vied in the city of Paducah, county
of McCracken, in the state of Ken-
tucky, hut all its propert right and
rights, real, personal and mixed, tan-
gible and • intangible, wheresoever
situated, now owned or hereafter to
be acquired.
Also the property known as the
Alexander system of telephones, same
being lines, exchanges and poles in
the counties. of Crittenden, Union,
Webster, Lyon and Livingston, in the
state of Kentucky; and also the fol-
lowing extensions of lines, from the
city of Paducah to the Marshall coun-
ty line in Kentucky, and to Lone
Oak in McCracken county and to
Smithland in Livingston county,
Kentucky, including submarine ca-
ble acroee Tennessee river.
INTERESTING LETTER I
WRITTEN BY A NOTABLE WOMAN
Itra Sarah Kellogg of Denver, Oolea
Bearer of the Woman's genet Oorpsi,






lo. , to M raPink-
ham, Lynn, Mama.:
Dear lbs. Pine-bane-
"For five years I
was troubled with a
tumor, which kept
g=g, ranging meagony and
great mantel depression. I was unable to at-
tend to my house work,and life became • bar"
den to ma Peas confined for days to my bed,
kat Ito, my courage and ell
"1 oould not bear to think of an
and in my distrem I triedsvey
k
•1 g
V to _ wawa 4iid
to give it ae=ouri felt so alseehregilthat
hffid little hops of recovery, anti whoa began
Do feel better, after thessesed week, thought
it only meant tern galls 1; but to my
great surprise I round I kept gaining,
while the tumor kessned in des.
"The Compound 00stineed to build up my
general health and the time gassmil le be
absorbed, until, in ems salothe. the or
was entirely gone and Is well woman. lea
so thankful for my recovery that I ask you
to publish my lease innverspapere, so other
women may know of the weadirtul curative
of Lydia E. Milani's Vegetable
When women are troubled with irreg-
ular or painful menstru attain, weakness,
leucorrhces. displacement or ulceration
of the womb, that bearing-down feel-
ing, inflammation of the ovaries, back-
ache, flatulence, general debility, indi-
gestion and nervous prostration, they
should remember there is one tried and
true remedy. Lydfk E. Pinkham's Veg-
etable Compound at once removes such
trouble.
No other medicine in the world has
received such widespread and unquali-
fied endorsement. No other medicine
has such a record of cures of female
troubles.. Refuse to buy any other
medicine: -- -
Mrs. Pinkham invites all sick women
to write her for advice. She has guided
thousands to health. Address, -Lynn,
Maas.
Health is too valuable to risk in ex-
perimenta with unknown and untried
isedicines or methods of treatment.
Remember that it la Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound that is curing
women, and don't allow any druggist
to sell you anything else in its plaos.
Also the following described real
estate with improvements thereon,
situated in Paducah, Ky., on the East
side of South Fifth street between
Broadway and Kentucky avenue, for-
merly Court street, described as fol-
lows:
Beginning at a point in the East
line of Fifth street, one hundred and
seventy-three feet and three inches
(173 ft. 3 in.) from the Southeast
corner of Fifth and Broadway streets,
running thence at right angles from
Fifth street and towards Fourth
street, one hundred and seventy-two
feet. thence .enuthwardly towards
Court street, and at a right angle,
thirty-one feet to the division line or
fence between said lot and the lot oc-
cupied by the public school building;
thence along said line and in a west-
ereolly titreetton one letuetreft and
seventy-two feet to Fifth street,
thence with the line of Fifth street
thirty-one feet to the beginning point,
together with all the rights, title and
appurtenance, thereunto belonging or
-in any way appertaining. Being the
same property conveyed to it by J.
W. Campbell and Jai/WTI Campbell
by deed dated the 4th day of July,
1 1902, and duly acknowledged and de-
liverer) to the defendant company on
the teth day of July, 1902, and re-
corded on tire 28th day of July,
in McCeacken county court clerk's
office.
The terms and conditions of this
"ale are as follows, that is to say:
Said sale to be conducted and
made according to the rules and
practice of and subject to confirma-
tion by this court, and to satisfy the
amounts due and to become due as in
said decree provided for amounting
to $252,625.00 with interest from the
let clay of Yuly, 1905, at 5 per cent.
The purchaser or purchasers may
use and apply in making payment of
the purthave price any of the out-
standing bonds or over-due c tit%
secured by said mortgage in sai de-
cree mentioned, in a manner a
Vehicle Smashed TORTURE VICTIM TO DEATH.
Wage. Man Robbed and Slain in
Inhuman Manner by Robbers.
J. W. DAVIS. SUED STREET
RAILWAY COMPANY FOR Chicago, July 24.--The police be-
DAMAGES. neve that the death of John Teamer
a.: the county hospital yesterday, an
Justice Young Will Dismise Peace hour after he had been found in a
Warrant of J. C. Sheron Against dolirway at Ashland avenue and Em-
Wife When. Requested. , ily street, was due to torture inflicted
'by men who had attacked and rob-
J. Davis yesterday filed suit in bcr him.
the quarterly' court of Judge Light- Teamer, who was a prosperous
foot against the Padtmah City Rail- :real estate owner, had coliected rent
way company for $175. Plaintiff at several places and was-going to his
re dence when he was attacked by
1ughwayen.. fasight the robbers
but was worsted. A blow on the left
eye which left an ugly cut, is believed
to have knocked him unconscious.
He was dragged into a hallway,
Where Ire was found several hours
later.
—Seve-rat ctirg 1TiThd on 
hands and arms. Two long gash-
es, which opened anteries if the
wrist, are believed to have been in-
flicted deliberately while the man WIN4
in the power of the bandits. After
the robbers had taken Teamer's
svatch arid $55 from him, they sat Tam
in an upright position in the doorway
and left him to bleed to death from
the severed arteries in his wrists.
Search for Teamer's assailant.
so far been unavailing.
claims he was driving along at Wal-
lac_e park June 28t_h_ when the street
car of deenclant ran into his rig,
caused she horse to run away and de-
molish the ,buggy and otherwise do
considerable damage.
the extent ai in said decree provided
and such other judgment as the
court may hereinafter make; provid-
ed, however, that no original bid will
be accepted at said sale for less than
$75,000.00 and unless the purchaser
'hall, when the property is struck
down to him, at once pay and deliver
to said comersiesioner on account of
his purchase, the stun of $5,000.00 in
a certified check, payable to John R.
Puryear, clerk of said court. And the
remainder of said purchase money
shall, within twenty days from the
confirmation of said sale, or such
further time as the court may allow
on application of the purchaser for
good cause shown, complete the pay-
ment of the entire amount of the pur-
chase money. Said special commis-
sioner will then make, execute and
deliver to said purchaser or purchas-
ers: a deed to said properties ass in
said decree provided, the plaintiff
and the People', Independent Tele-
phone company to execute and deliv-
er, under the direction of the said
special commiseioner, the convey-
ances executed by them respectively,
by way of confirmation and for the
insurance of title to the purchaser or
purchasers, his, its or their assigns,
of all and singular, the mortgage
property and premises and every part
and parcel thereof, of every kind
and description and wherever situat-
ed, heerby directed to be sold by
said commissioner; and a lien will be
retained in said deeds to farther se-
cure the payment of the unpaid pur-
chase price.
In witness whereof I 'hereunto sign
my hand this the 8th 'day of July,
1905. EMMET W. BAGIBY,
Special Comeniseioner.
CAMPBELL & CAMPBEELL,
Solicitors for Complainant. ,-ee
Automobilist Sued.
Duncan, sued - Men iiidTalffes
Weille for $45. He charges that July
16th, 1905, the defendants' automo-
bile caused the plaintiff's horse to be-
come frightened and damage his bog-
gy.
Citizens Bank Sued.
Suit was filed in the circuit court
ycsterday by the Seacoast Mineral
company against the Citizens Sav-
ings bank of thiecity for $200. The
plaintiff states it had its deposit at
the defendant bank and that on
March loth, 1903, the bank, without
authority, paid $2oo of the mineral
company's money over to the H.
Vogt Machine company of Louisville
The mineral company claimed the
motley but the bank would not re-
imburse them, hence the proceeding.
TO PROBE COTTON •
REPORT SCANDAL.
Washington, July 24.—Having pro-
ceeded 'as far as he ;Vas able with his
preliminary investigation, United
States District Attorney Beach has
called together the federal grand jury
for the purpose of procuring indict,
trientsin connection with-The crap re-
port scandal in the agricultural die-
rartment The jury assembled this
morning and the district aetorney ex-
pects that six or eight indictments




Chicago, July 24.—The Tribune
says: "Seven persons kilted and fifty-
four injured is the record made so far
the: year by the atiorsinobilistks in Chi-
(Ago. Although the year is little more
than half over, the figures show an, ap
palling increase over last year's rec-
ord of one killed and seventy-teree
injured."
No Heat Now
To cause the fresh paint to blister.
Painting done now will stay painted
;f we do the work.
Warren ;& Son, 114 North Sixth
Phi:etc 541-A.
Shampooning, Bleaching, Dyeing,
Dandruff cured by eleetrical treat-
ments. Body massage, Electrical
Hairdressing Parlors, 431 Jefferson
street.
Judgment for Sm.
Justice Richard Barber yesterday
granted plaintiff judgment for $to
against defendant in. the demege suit
of Harlan Griffith against Mrs. JOse-
phine Vs'urth. They own adjoining
property on North Twelfth street
and defendant tore down the dividing
fence and also dug a ditch that turn-
ed the water from her place over on-
to plaintiff's property. It is probable
an appeal will be taken.
Bankrupt's Petition.
Mee. Dora Aydelott has filed emit
in the circuit court against her hus-
band, Arthur Aydelott, for divorce,
on the ground of cruel treatment and
failure to support. Plaintiff asks ali-
mony and also possession of Ivy,
their little girl.
Husband and Wife Case.
Yesterday morning Justice Jesse
Young convened his niageeterial
court and set the different actions
for trial. There was not stricken
from the docket the peace warrant
of J. C. Sharon against his wife, be-
cause the court has been notified of
matters being amicably adjusted be-
tween man and wife, and requested to
dismiss the proceeding. Sheron sued
for divorce, then got out a peace war-
rant against his wife so she would
be prevented from harming him, but
they have kissed and made up and
when they notify the oeurt. to this ef-
fect the warrant will be dismissed.
Investigate Charge.
Yesterday at Mayfieki the special
grand jury empantled started to look
into the murder of the unknown man
found on the Reynolds farm near
that city last year. The jury is in-
structed to probe the matter to the
bottom and see who killed the man
and expose all the circurnetances con
fleeted. therewith. It is said that, some
thing very sensational will be dis-
closed before the jury finiehes with
the investigation.
The Pastor's Horse.
Saturday Rev. T. J. Newell, of the
Broadway Mettihodist church, swapped
horses with John Newton, a trader
of the county, the tatter claiming the
animal he was giving the minister in
exchange for the preacher's horse,
was a first-class, sound animal. Af-
lerwarde Rev. Newell found it was
no*, got out a writ of delivery in Jus-
tice Young's court and sent Sheriff
Potter after the horse, which was
found down in the county in charge
of Newton's con. The minister's boy,
who had gone with ehe sheriff, identi-
fied the animal as his (amber's and it
was brought hack and is now in
chart of Sheriff Potter. The justice  the preetesiiiers August 'A-
t o decide whose horse it is.




For that Tired Feel-




Chills and Fever. For
sale by All Drug Stores
Price 50c per Bottle.
DR. W. C. EUBANKS.
(ii.ifneopathist.)














Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
el* the best Kentucky Coal 41-'
in Paducah. Get our pri-
ces before placing your 445
• e'z
,Pittsburg Coal Co. 
The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COM-
PLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET US RE-RUBBER YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES. WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDL:111, BRI-
DLES AND, IN FACT, EVERYTHrNG IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIESt4RUN-AEK>UTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE NO. I
MEYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.




/PADUCAH REAL EST/. T.. WESTERN KENTUCKY FARMS. EAST
MONTHLY PAYMENT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. WESTERN
KENTUCKY REAL ESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LIST
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.




I have the facilities for installing a complete steam or hot
water plant in your store or home so why not let me make
you an estimate on what it will cost to have it done in the right
way. Material and workmanship guaranteed first class.
ED. D. HANNAN.
S. W. Arnold
The real estate agents, has Sree,om
1 worth of city roperty for sale andthirty-five far : also three safes.
I Houses for nt.
e, old, /0115.
Henry Mammen, jr., the relatei
book manufacturer, Blank Books,
Job and kelition binding. The en])
exclusive book binder in Paducah
Library work a specialty.
Subscribe For Th. Rftistse,
StectrnInats
i•eal‘f ,— i--1-+ IK41-11W-i-MC +4•110
Excursions
+++++++++++++
St. Louis and Tenessee River Pack•
et company—the cheapest and best
excursion out of Padusish
$8.00 for the Round
Trip to lennessee river
and return.
It is a trip of pleasure, cosafiei
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. goats leave each
Wednesday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jaa.
Koger, Superintendent; Frank I.
B reern, s. sent
NOTIeE!
Highest price paid for second-hand
tcn2es eo2d
FzUrrzitare.
Buy anything and sell everything
218-220 Court 1111.. Old phone tuff
Clem Fransiok
Moving wagon in connection.
'Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN ..
Phone t96. 400S/2 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry ot Air Baths given when in-
dicat







At Register Building, 523 Broadway.
NAMES E. WILHELM, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasin-er.
ROBERT S. WILHELM Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-
cz' Ky., as second-class mail matter.








to receive this paper
•oort the matter to
at once. Tele-
1 'd 318.
Tuesday Morning, July as, igos.
The diplomatic world was some-
what surprised Sunday to learn that
Emperors Nicholas and Wilhelm have
gone out to sea for a confab. Yes-
terday it was announced that the two
bad met and talked matters over, but
just what matters were discussed and
what was said are decidedly -state se-
crets," However, the announcement
comes from Germany, officially made,
that the meeting was upon the solic-
itatien of Emperor Nicholas and that
so far as Germany is concerned it
means nothing as regards the ap-
proaching peace conference to be
held in the United States. Europe
snore than any other part of the
workt made the meeting of the two
emperors quite a bugbear, it is clear,
judging from the press of the respect-
ive countries on the other side of the
pond, they suspecting more perhaps
than either emperor even dares to
bone dill come out of the confab.
WARRANTS GOTTEN FOR OL-
LIE RICE AND ROBERT
FISHER.
s
Bennie Blakely, Colored Boy, Confess-
ed to Breaking Into Friedman
& Keiler's Establishment.
'Auditor Hager should resort to the
courts to restrain Ids agents from
bringing suits for back tax collections
if they, are exceeding their deities and
not try to stop their seeming good
work byintimation to the delinquent
tax payers that the suit are urrauth-
orized. If the agents are not the
peeper parties to collect the taxes the
people generally will wonder why
the proper official is not attending to
his duty, Mk. Hager.
Robert Fisher, colored, was arrest-
ed yesterday by Officers Singery and
Hurley on the charge of whipping his
wife, Alice Fisher, who got out the
warrana against him.
011ie Rice, colored, is charged with
the same offense, the warrant being
aecured by his wife, Katie Rice. He
surrendered himself to the authori-
ties.
Woman Surrendered.
Lula Rogers yesterday got out a
warrant against Mrs. Boland, white,
charging she latter with throwing
the other eloivn and whipping her.
Mrs. Boland gave herself up to the
officers.
Jumped Cars.
Officer Hurley arrested Mathias
Williams, a small colorer/ boy, accus-
ed of jumping on and off a moving
street car.
Berglary Case.
Detective William Baker kit the
city yesterday in working on the case
where Friedman, Keder St Company's
eseablishment on North Second street
seems to have been broken into. Sun-
day Officer Lige Crass found the back
door of the whisky firm's new store
at Second and Jefferson, wide open.
Later he found a silver deianter cup
in possession of George Nlanchielli,
an Italian boy, at the wharf, the cup
having engraved on eame "Hal Wal-
'ore" the name ei the brand of liquor
node by the houses and also name
of the well known attache of :the es-
tablishment: The Italian claimed
Bennie Blakely, a ts-year-old colored
boy gave him the decanter cup for a
chew of tobacco. Blakely was arrest-
ed arid acknowledged to breaking in-
to the liquor 'house and stealing
many bottles of wine: and whisky
two weeks ago. He was' locked up,
the Italian released, and now the de-
tective goes out of town in working
up the cast.
The deatb of the on. Daniel La-
mont, who was for years a private
secretary to Mr. Cleveland, and af-
terward/I it' member of one of the ex-
president's cabinets, occurred sudden-
by Sunday night. The announcement
of the fact will cause march regret
throughout the country, for the de-
ceased had made a creditable record
in potilie and private life and his ca-
reer was therefore one of honor to
Ve country,
Judge Paynter, of the • court of ap-
peal% says the national batiks of the
state meet pay taxer, on their govern-
ment bonds as part of their funds in
calculating the value of the share, of
Mock of the heretic for purposes of
state and county tat-a. Thia decision
will put into the state and count;
Cs/mitre a hendired thousand dollaismore of taxes shish the banks
\were trying to hold up by inju-nction.
There Will have to he fewer boodle
'trials or an enlargement of the peni-
tentiaries generally. There are re-
ports and reports of trials of bribe-
taker.', grafters, swindlers and other
kinds Of thieves in papers without
number in a1 sections of the coun-
try. If justice is dere- the prlsonc
must overflow soon.
Another House Tried.
M. Frank Crane, st Third street
between Husbands and Caldwell, re-
ported yesterday that thieves tried to
break into his bowie Sunday night,
but were scared away. The officers
are keeping such a vigilant watch in
that section and making it so hot for
the culprits, that it looks as if they
are letting up a little with their
work for the present. They are liable
to break loose again though any
but the officers will not relax
fbeir vigilant watch.
Eventful Trip
THE AUTOMOBILISTS HAD Al
GREAT TIME LAST
SUNDAY.
Two Machines Broke Down. While.
Mr. Ed Clark Knocked Down a
Telephone Pole.
At different hours Sureduy night the
members of the autianobile party that
wen out of here Sunday morising, re-
UTTIned 10 the city, tired and broken
own, but full of enthusiasm over
their trip which carried them a kettle
over too miles, they having gone to
Benton, then Murray, thence across
the eotintry to Mayfield and on back
home.
The crowd left here Sunday Morn-
ing at 6o'clock, and nine machines
started, Henry Petter, Henry Arena,
Samuel Foreman, Melvin Wallerstein,
Ed Clark, Finis Leak, James Weille,
Dan Fitzpatrick and Ben Weide.
Se-Vera) miles from Benton Mr. Wal-
leretein broke a sprocket wheel and
had to have .his machine polled to
Penton, where it was kit, and he
came home en the train. Mr. lack's
tying devil went wrong an' Palma
and he abandoned the trip at Benton.
Shortly farther down-.the road Mr.
Clerk ran into a telephone pole sod
broke it down bet continued with the
others. Several miles reit of My
those remaining in the race w
by a large delegation and etc to
town where a fineharberue was
ed them and the place thrown er
for their use. They then went to
M yfi elel and back home. About:- Fre -re-and-ale the hardiest part of the run
was made because of the mud and
water -front recerill rains ,mules hav-
ing to be hired to pull the machines
through the lob-lolly. Mr. Fitzpatrick
carried off the honors and got home
first, at 7 o'clock Sunday eve/sing. An
hriur afterwards' Messrs. Henry Pie-
ter ant} Ben Weille came next. Mr.
James Weille and party showed tap
at g o'clock, Mr. Henry Arenz about
midnight. and Mn: Samuel Foreman
at daylight yesterday. The long de-lay of the latter was occasioned on ac
count of he being chief crierffeur of
party and would have to help every
man when a machine went wrong.
While en route home' r Arenz
thought he was on- the righ4road.ap4had gotten six rnies further back to-





Evidence of the Proaecuting Witness
Beadles and Others Was Heard
—Large Crowd Present.
A part of the investigation into
the charges against City Jailer Thom-
as Evitts occurred last evening be-
fore the board of alderment at the
city hall. Not finishing with the
matter, the authorities continued the
investigation until 7:30 o'clock this
evening, when it will be taken upagain. A number of witnesses were
examined last night, but the lasgestpart of the time was taken up in ar-guments by the lawyers, the defense
contending the aldermen had no jur-isdiction to try the matter as the
charges read.
At 8 o'clock, when Presideart Dick
Davis, of the aldermenic body, call-
ed the members to order, every ald-erman was found present, they be-ing Davis, Starks, Bell, Farley, Grief,
Durrett, Oirme and 'kraus. The room
was packed with several hundred peo-p:e intensely interested in the pro-ceedings, while the doorways andhalls were blocked off. Patrolman
Samuel Beadles, who filed the charg-es, was present with his lawyers, At-torneys Hal Crbett, W. F. Bradshaw,Sr., and Thomas B. Harrison. CityJaiuier Evitts was represented by Hon.John K. Hendrick and Lawyer J•Wheeler Campbell. Alderman Bell,not having been present when theother members took the special oathto try the case, had it administeredhim.
Mr. Davis then announced what themeeting was for, and the proceedingwas entered into. The names of thewitnesses were called for the prose-cution and it showed them to be GuyBennett, Flora Wright, Winnie
Reeves, W. B. Padgett, Win. John-son, H. Simpson, Gus Rogers, JoeWood, Walter Tinsley, Sam How-ell. James Brown, Ed Rivers, Henry
Bailey, Will Futrell, Gabe Fletcher.Wm. Rogers and Randle Steger. Alwere there and answered to theirnames. The witnesses for the de-fense are H. Seawright, Walter Tin-sley, Dave Croce, Robert Ballowe,Henry Simpson, W. B. Padgett, GuyBennett, Henry Bailey, Joe Punchase,Minnie Reeves and Flora Wright,At the outset Mr. Hendrick,Atat ed,that he wanted' to enter a demo-ref/jib'the charges and ask that they be dis-missed, he basing this on tit? groundthat the aldermen did not have theright to hear the cace. He then tookthe charges and reading them stagedthey charged Evitts with point* apistol at Sam Howell, striking Pa-trolman Samuel Beadles, aiding andabetting Samuel Evitts to assault Pa-trolman Fk-adko- Mr. Hendrickclaimed that these charees were allmisdemeanors, and that the, conetitu-ton stated that the piatice and circuitcourts ere the ones to try such mat-ters, and that the aldermen- Cottle! nothear anything with the object of re-moving Evitts, pnless the charges ac-
cused him of official misconduct, eachas malfeasance, nonfeasance and mis-feasance. He continued that this ac-cusation was not set up in the charg-es, but that there was set up tinselthat could be tried ratty by the cir-cuit court petitit jury, as they wereoffenses to which a penalty such asfine and imprisonment was attached.This point was raised by Mr. Hen-
drick ishartly after 8 o'clock, and fornearly two hieure the lawyers for eachwide argued same pro and con, citingauthorities-, referring to stacks of law
books piled around them, he prose-cution taking the position !Fiat Evittscould be removed on the pleadings ofthe petition. Finally after they talk-ed that length o( time, the aldermengook a several minutes' recess, ad-nourned to the office of City Assess-or Stewart Dick foe a consultation,from which they returned and an-
nounced. that the dein/weer of Evitts
had been overruled and that the in-vestigation must proceed.
Jailer Evitts then entered a plea of
"not guilty," and the matter was
taken up by Patrolman Beadles tak-ing the stand and testifying for thepro cc ut ion. He said:
' "I went on duty at noon June 23rd.left the city ball, went to Twelfth andMladison, then to Twelfth and Ha-
risirm, then to Thirteenth and Clay.ovhich is on my .beag. In Benn'salon at Thirteentr And (liar
. betatd some women talkihg and wal:ing in found Minnie Reeves. Fiore
Wright. some strange, *roman aTom and Sam Erit 'preyinit c
:eked the women' hat they
;doing in there and they did not re-ply. Tom Evitts then asked me to'tette a drink, and-'T told hint no. He:then offered me a cigar, but I didnot take it. I told Proprietor Ben-nett that Chief Collins had given me
orders to keep women out of id-
!none, and he must drive these two
away. Bennett said he would, just a
soon as they finished the card genie
with Evitts. I then walked out of
Bennett', saloon, went over to Pad
I get's, and then aerrese to Seawright'coffee house, on the opposite corner
In a few minutes the 'Reeves ad, Wright women earn* nut of Ben
nett', saloon and walled up street
The Evitte brothedi came out of
Bennett!' then and gigot into thei
ImIt#V- Driving odd. to 'beside PadKett's, TOM Evits called to fne to
come over there I walked over and•'
_
onderful Bar ams
ARE to be found at GEO. ROCK'S, the oldest
11. and one of the most reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.
Call early and get the best selections.
:oe.i.O.actasesslosreersosora 1111 NEWS" ICIN  
GEO. ROCK.
321 Broadway,
Ire asked me why I was trying to
bre-ak up Bennett's business for. I
replied I had nothing to do with his
business, and told Evitts that the
chief had given me instructions for
women to be kept out of saloons.
Evitts told me I was a liar and I
told him Ire was another, and at this
he struck nee on the right ear with
his first, while Sam Evitts jerked my
club from underneath my arm at the
rear and knocked me unconscious
with same. When I came to they
had me behind Padigett's saloon waeh-
ing the blood from my head and face.
After coming to I put (in iniy hat to
go home and Tom Evitts asked me
not to go, while Sam Evitts invited
me to take a drink. I refused and
said I was going and Tom then tad
Sam to let me go a-head. The two
women in the saloon with the Evitts's
were prostitutes. I do not know
how many time: they hit me, one
blow cutting an artery in my fore.
head. Sam Evitts came up behind
me and jerked the billy from under
my arm and struck me in the head.
My lip was split, three teeth loosen-
ed, face arid head all cut up, laying
me up at home exer since, except for
short periods. There had been no
bad feeling between me and the Ev-
itts boys, and I considered them my
friends. I made no attempt whatever
to draw my gun and shoot turn"
Sam Howell, who drives a beer
wagon for the Cook Brewery, and re-
sides at 317 North Twelfth, stated as
follows:
"I was going down North Thir-
tienth st,seet and heard sswne loud
talking in Bennett's saloon, where 1
entered and saw the Evitt• brothers
and three women. Evits was curs-
ing Bennett and teeing the latter he
should quit business if. he intended
letting Beadles run the house for
him. Bennett replied he wss trying
to obey the law's, and at thi. Evitts
left, got in their buggy and drove
over to near Where Officer. Beadles
was mending, and got out, calling
Mr. Beadles to come to them, which
he did. Tom Evitts hit Beadles in
the face while Sam Evitts jerked his
police billy Irons under Beadle's' arm
from the rear and beat the patrol-
man over the head, hitting him on
the head in such a manner as to turn
the officer around, when he then
hit him on the-foreherdi. I rushed up,
grabbed Tom Evitts and told him I
was both his and 'Beadles' friend, and
he ought not to kill the policeman.
Tom Evitts turned on me, called me
a  . began hitting at me
and finolly grabbed my collar and
pulled his gun, saying he would kill
me. I broke away and ran into the
melon and asked for a revolver to
go out and protect Beadles, but no
mete would give me one. I then tel-
ephoned police headquarters of the
trouble. Readies did not try to pull
a gun on Tom Evitts."
Will Futrell testified: "1 <aw Sam
aed Torn Evitts bring Beadles into
Padgett's saloon and take him
through to wash the blood off hint
Tom Evitts remarked he would teach
`the   how to run his bus-
iness,' meaning Beadles. I offered
i
them my handkerchief to wash the
blood from Beadlea: head and at the;
Sant Evitts struck me with his firm;I
tried to hit nve *nee times • with a
, club, while Tom Evitts grabbed a
plank and tried to strike me, but I
ran out the hack door. I lost my
hat in the house, and Sam Evitts
pitched it out to me, and at the game
time threw a lump of coal at me."
James Brown, of 413 North Twelfth
testified: "I was nearby and- hearing
a lick, trimmed and saw Beadles fall.
with Fritts brothers) over him. Don't
s know who hit Beadles. Saw Tom Ev-
itta get after Howell and pull his
gun to saloot•frim." '
_ Raridee Steger, of Clay between
a Thitreenth and Fourteenth te-stifiaelt
, "I slaw Tom Evitts hit Beadles Vallee.
with hie fist, and Sam Eviete orree
. with a club. I was !standing in front
. of the saloon across the street and
feesing some shooting' would start,
r ',quickly left. . I looked- hack in my
.1 gr_flighiettn.da. 
• 
and eaw*fr. Beadle's on the
\ ,,
• Guy Bennett, tHe saloonist in
whose place the itroubk started, tes-
tified: "Mrintvie Reeves came into the
hotter after a bucket of beer and then
Flora Wright came in. The Evitts
brothers then entered and Tom invit-
ed (the girls up for a drink which they
took. They then sat down to play
card, and took another drink togette
er. Officer Beadles came in and
wanted the women out. I made them
leave and remaireeic1 inside ̀ the saloon,
therefore did nee see the fight. How-
ell rutted in to telephone to pokve
headquarters and told me there had
been trouble. I went out and TomEvitts told me not to interfere. The
women are prostitutes. Sam Evitts
had pawned me his watcb for $7 andcame with his brother to redeem it."
!Minnie Reeves said Ow and dieWright girl were in the saloon Vrtien
the Evitts broehere entered and thatthey took several drinks together and
played carde. Viok \larks was inthe patty. She did not me the fight
and does not. believe Tom Evitts was
drunk.
Flora Wright testified to the saint
thing
Chief James Collins, of the police,said he never gave the patrolmen or-ders to keep women fig of saloons,but instructed them if females gotboisterous to era rra nt the propriet ors.
He "aid theerdinance preventing wo-
men from entering grogabope hadbeen declared illegal. He later in histestimony though, said he had remarked to Beadles to keep women awayfrom sakinos as much ay posstble.The aldermen then adjoareed raveruntil this evening at 7:30 o'clock toresume the hearing It wa•Ifter too'clock when they adjourned lastnight.
A WISCONSIN CYCLONE
Kills Two Men and Does Great
Deal of Damage.
Racine, July 24.—W$th a roarthat was heard five miles, a cyclonestruck the northern ?it'll of Racinecounty yeite:day, ki.;ing two menand damaging property and crops$t00000. The cyclone came from thesouthwest, struck the large barn ofAdolph Meiener, which was torn to
pieces, and with grain and farm ma-chinery was scattered 200 feet. Treeswere uprooted and fences blownaway, the damage on this farm aloneamounting to $5,000. For miles tree'can be seen uprooted and fencesdown, and in every quarter grain is
ruined.
At a farm near Thompsonville aworkman whose name was notknoien, was struck and killed. NearUnias Grove, 'Adam Hunter, an oldfarmer, was picked up and carriedquite a distance. His neck wasbroken.




CITY PHYSICIAN BASS BUILDSNEW RESIDENCE ON
BROADWAY.
Chief Engineer of Mare Island Navy
Yard Ordered to San Diego. -
Elks Building Company DiscussedFinancial End—Commercial Club
Directors Meet.
Yesterday Dr. W. J. Bass- awardedto Contractor James Gardner she,work of erecting the handsome two-story frame residence he will put upat Twenty-first and Broadway. Thehome will cow about $3,300. the plansfor which were drown by Architect0. D. Schmidt.
Excavations Started.
Yesterday morning thc rkrnetestarted excavating for the foundationfor the new brick stable LiverymanJohn Terrell intends erecting on Jef-ferson street, between, Fourth andFifth. It will take several days toget things in shape for the work SObe taken up of laying the brick, afterwhich operittione car, he pushed for-ward rapidly.
Washington, July 24.—CommanderGeorge E. Rantietre chief engineer
officer at the Mare Island Navy
Yar& where the last repair'r to theBennington's boilers were made, wastoday ordered to proceed to SanDiego. It is expected that he will beable to give Rear Admiral Goodrichvaluable information regarding thegeneral condition of the vessel'e
boiler!, at that time.
Runaway Boys Back,
Ros-ile Sneed and 011ie Houser,who ran away from their homes here
Saturday, were brought back homethe following night, having been wavertaken. One is itthe son of A. J. Hous-er, of Tennessee street, and the otherthe ion of Samuel Sneed, of theregime thoroughfare,
„ 
M. Witte and M. Nen( tf. Rus-sian arAbasmolor, held a egthy con-
ference in Paris SundAy, 'ter vithieh
a cruder was sent to St. Petersburg
wih dispaches.
Open in a Few Days.
Wahl Brothers expect to get theirlaundry at Third and Kentucky ave-nue opened within the next day ortwo. It was burned out severalweek. ago ,and daily since then themethonics have been putting thebuilding back Ifi a nice condition,,while the machinery and other ef-fects are being gotten into shape foeresumption.
Financial End.
The Elks' Building c -nparty yes-ttrilaie afternoon held a meeting atthe City National hank for the ob-ject of taking up the financial end ofthe question in connection with theirproject, to erect their new home onNorth Fifth street About tomorrowevening the members expect to Rattl-e, and effect something towardsawarding the contract for the struct-ure as the architect, 0. D. Slelnnelt,has the plane nearly completed.
Commercial Club.
This afternoon the board of direc-tors for the Commerceels e!ub wiltheed a meeting at their headquarters'on Legal. Row to diectiss differentmatters, regarding industries" andplane's they are negotiating with tob-mg here.
Returns After tlhig .4khaance.
H. C. Sarnuela,- kwmertyof LowersCross Roads, Graves county, washere Sunday en router to The countynamed to visit 4nekitivee. In' 187o Mr.Samuels left his former home for theWest to seek his fosiirnie, and they*lose hiersaelf, as for years his, people
never heard from him arid thoughthey endeavored toewe as; aoud. find notrace of him His return after somany years . of alssence.„ will likelygive great joy 'to his people who stilllive, Mr. Samuels- is 64 years oldand in poor health.
INJUNCTION IS WooLvEn.
Judge Pay/1*er Renders a Decision
Against Paducah Banks.
ft
Frankfort, Ky, Julyea4.---\p' ate
Judelt Pia e nth' '''');aa - obiolved the in-junction obtained by the American-German 'National bank of Paducah,and others, nestreininog An4iteiri lin.ger frorn,including in his tint aise-is.meet list) certain funds- invested inUnited States seruri ' s. The courtsaholds that ff ,:she 
cpf
end of theyiaintiffs wa4 upteird, ,natic? hallIcllwould be practically exem 'fromstate, counlysor municipal taxes. Thedetirtfors of fudge Payirter is of far-reaching importance, though theamotust immediately, involv only.kpproffmntem ST04006. 
: 
..f •-,•
Chntemer paid Morton, of the








































































































Lost Again But think of the number of gamesI...and worked in that Rutledge was
ritot 4n.
VINCENNE'S KNOCKS DOWN Metropolis and the L. A. L. teams
THE SECOND italitAIGHT did not play here Sunday afternoon,
FROM INDIANS. owing to rain.
Took Eleven Innings to Decide It- 'Here's wishing the new league suc-Cairo Given Fearful Defeat- cess and Cairo a pennant winner.-
Baseball Notes. 'Cairo Citizen.
New Standing of the Clubs.
4 W. L.b 
Vincennes  2 I




Vincennes 2, Paducah 1 (it
Pings.)




'Alonzo Hedges, the former Kitty
Pct. league pitcher, is organizing a team
.667 to enter the city league.
.667
2 .333 After today the clubs will begin
2 .333 anew in the percentage column.-
Cairo Citizen of Saturday.
The L. A L. team went to Benton
to play the Marshall county team, but
the rain there prevented playing.
Frank Brady, the/ left fielder, has
been signed by the Evansville base-




Vincennes, Ind, July 24.-fadu-
cab's loss today is attributed to the
fact that the team could not hit Bon-
n°, and the errors of the Indians.
The battle went eleven innings, the
locals winning out in the eleventh on
errors.
Bonno let the Indians down with
two safe drives and South allowed
seven, most of themz scattered. The
scone by innings: s
Innings, 1 2 3 4 5' 6 7 It 9 to 11-T





Flatteries-South and Land; Bonno
ap-f Matteson.






# Princeton, Id., July so -The In-
v fants gave the Tadpole a good &nib-
hing today, making eleven scores to
their four. Cairo was not in It at any
stage of tire game:
Innings, 2 3 4 5 6 7 9-r e
Cairo, I 0 2 0 0 0 0 0-4 12 4
Princeton 2 3 0 00 3 0 3 X II 12
r. 'Batteries-Bittrolff. Lane and Hat.
; Carnes and Downine.
SUNDAY'S GAME.
Lost Close Gams.
Indians lost a close ten-in-
game Sunda, afternoon at Vin.
s, the score being 2 t I. 'Hip-
knocked the ball over the fence
I
tenth with two men on bases,
the score a tie. Only one score
necessary to win, and so but one
counted in the tenth.
The summary: e Is- e
• cennes  2 TO 0
ducth  I 6 o
Batteries-Duggan and Matteson;
Frakes and' Land.
Poplar Bluff, Mo., speaks of Lar-
sen, formerly with Cairo, and one
of the strikers, as "the king of third
basemen."
Manager Ray, of Princeton, has re-
leased Wagner, Taafe and Akers to
make room for lifleyers, Pat McAn-
drews and Gilbert.
Cairo has a new left-hand pitcher
'named Harry Taylor, formerly with
Terre Haute. He has joined the
team, working Sunday and won.
I Frakes put the ball straight over
4
in the tenth, no doubt, and Hippert
knocked the cover off it. He doesn't
keep the ball around the neck enough.
Under the new schedule the cost of
radioed mileage to each club will
not exceed $too per month. This is
so per cent. less than under the six-
club schedule --Cairo Telegram.
that the salaries paid the Shreveport
Southern league team amount to
$3n000 a .Season. He may be cor-
reet but be is surely misinformed.
Averaging fourteen pl‘yers at a sal-
ary of $loo per week for five months
'would be $28,000, and Southern
league players do not draw such aw-
ful salaries. *he salaries will prob-
ably foot up 15,000 and not over
1 $20,000. Some Kitty players whohave been in the Southern and are
there now are: Collins, Gardner,
Bolin and Anderson. Collins is now
with Cairo. There are some good
cities to deaw from too, in till South-
ern. I
I The first half of the season closedSaturday for the games as arranged
under the old schedule and Paducah
gets the pennant. Paducah had )a per-
centage of .705. which was 123 points
ahead of her nearest rival, Vincennes.
Vincennes was over a hundred points
ahead of her nearest rival, Prince-
ton, and Princeton was 39 points
ahead of Cairo, who was on the 'bot-
tom of the four-club League.
The new schedule went in effect
with Cairo at Princeton and Padu-
cah at Vincennes. Four games will ,
be plaited a; a series instead of three. !
Cairo will be at home on July 30 with
with Vincennes as a visitor.
Paducah will play at Cairo Labor
Dui'. which is Monday, September 4,
and Princeton will play at Vincennes.
The close of the "second season"
of the Kitty league falls on Tuesday,
October 3, with Cairo at Paducah,
(the game being transferred there by
agreement) and Princeton at Vin-
cennes.---Cairo Citizen.
The Princeton Democrat says Gil-
bert, IA° is expected to join the In-
fanta, is in Henderion bringing suit
!against the „club management for his
-back salary. He will pitch for the
I nfant ;."
Infanta Shut Out.
Cairo treated Princeton at the lat-
ter place Sunday afternoon to a
bunch of goose eggs. Taylor, Cai-
ro's new southpaw, yielded but four
into The summary: r It
Cairo  • 4 7 0




Catcher Lemon will join Cairo at
Vincennes.
Cairo 'nay yet get McIver Bomar
from lioptown -Cairo Citiezn.
The Alden Knittinf. Mille 'Co. de-
., feated the F. W. Co4ts by a score
of 15 TO 12.
•
Rutledge, of Hopkintville. had the
best fielding average up to July 1. His
percentage was .gfh and Land's 980.
- -
6RECN 6RAY
"The Old Reliable Barber," the
"King of Razors," has moved from
• 408 Broadway to tog South Fourth
. 4 street (red front% and wishes to wel
come all his old friends and citstom-
era.
Wiley Piatt left Sunday evening
with President Gus Thompson for
Vincennes. Piatt will twirl the first
game against Princeton. President
Thompson went up* to attend the
league meeting.
The only games played in Paducah
Sunday were played in the morn-
ing. The tgo5 team defeated the
Brook Hilts by a score of TO to 8
Batteries, Garrett and Pieper; Gil-
bert and Jonea
Perdue, who is said to have signed
with Vincennes, is reported to have
signed with Paducah, and there will
'be a racket efft'lletids as Vincennes
claims the Hoptown wonder.-
Princeton Democrat.
Chattanooga has withdrawn
the Tri-'State league, leaving
three-club affair. Chattanooga
too far in the kead to make the
interesting. That city is also an
plioant for the Southern league.
Owing to quarantinues against
New Orleans because of yellow fever
the New Orleans Southern league
titsh will not play there until the
disease is stamped out. Montgom-
ery, a member of the Southern, has








A league of eight ball clubs, the cir-
cuit was then even,
Owensboro dropped out, then there
were seven.




Six ball clubs, these managed
vice
Until Henderson kicked the
and left only five.
Five 'ball clubs, this means
before,
Sc Hopkinsville got the mitten and
left only four.
-Hopkinsvnle (Ky.) New Era.
The Register learns






'Arthur Long, the heavy hitting
right fielaer, may disappoint all the
Kitty league teams that are after him
and jump to Evansville, in the Cen-
tral league. The following is from
the Evansville Coprier: "It is pos-
able a new outfielder will be seen in
harness when the team return;
home. He is Arthur Long, late of
the Henderson team, which gave up
the ghost in the Kitty league Tues-
day. Although the Kitty officials are
making a bluff at trying to hold the
former Henderson players, they are
released and the endeavor of Prince-
ton to take him will have no effect.
Long came to Evansville and had a
talk with the local management. He
was made an offer which he took un-
der consideration and promised to
give his answer today. He saes he
has an offer from another Central
league club but it is hoped he Will be
seen in an Evansville uniform. Long
is not a large man but he is without
question the best outfielder in the
Kitty league this year. He covers as
much geonnd in the field as Foy. is
as sure a catch and is a remarkably
hard and accurate thrower. At the
bat he is leading the Kitty league
with an average considerably over
.300, vohi'e he is a heady and fast
base-runner. His acquisition would
vtrengthen the team materially. '
possible one more Kitty leaguer
will be seen in an Evansville uni-
form. He is, also a fine fielder and
batter, but his case is vague ai yet."
NOT M'CRACKEN DOCTOR
The "Hugging" Physician Seems to
Live in Ballard County.
Morris, a former Paducah young man, An Ea rthiy
LIGHTNING STRIKES THE TEX-
AS OIL FIELDS WITH
DAMAGE.
Burning Oil Spreads Fire Broadcast
-Five Lives Are ,Lost With
Much Property. •
Humh:e. Texas, July 24.-Covering
an area of tles-e-quartios 0: a 7r,'Ic
square,, with a great canopy of smoke
covering two square mile', the . oil
tanks of the Texas company contin-
ue to boil and bubble under the great
heat of the burning oil, the fire hav-
ing burned all night. When it can
Ibe extinguished. no one guesses. Cer-
tainly not until it has burned all the
oil in the eleven big tanks, which
held ossoo,000 barrels when lightning
struck them Sunday afternoon. It is
now -known that five of the negro
workmen perished, and the rumors
place the number of dead as high as
fifty, though this cannot be confirm-
ed. There are hundreds of homeless
people, many of them only awaiting
a train to go to Houston for shelter.
They were living in tents and shacks
in the oil field, and fled for their
lives to the town away from danger.
They left all their belongings,
and they have been destroyed by
fire, which runs out toward the oil
field, though it has not yet been com-
municated to any of the derricks or
wells. During the whole of the night
there was a heavy downpour of rain,
and this covered the ground ,with a
sheet of water, coating which is a
thick film of oil. If this waste oil
catches fire, then it is probable that
the tanks of the Guffey company, the
Sun company and the smaller owners
may go. These tanks hold 4,500,000
barrels of oil.
Shortly after the big tanks began
to blaze, 200 workmen with seventy-
five mules, were hurried to the place
to throw up earthen embankments to
confine the fire to the tank where it
originated. Suddenly the oil gave an
upheaval, 'bubbled and lifted a great
mass of the burning fluid bodily out
of the tank, and the fire was commu-
nicated to three other of the tanks.
The burning oil caught the men and
moles and hemmed them in.
There was a wild scramble for
safety, men dropping their scrapers
and tins and fleeing. Some of them
mountecr mules and got out, but at
least forty j of the mules balked and
were Ice-Hotel Five negoxes were
seen to go down and it is not be-
lieved possible they could have escap-
ed. While all the men have not been
accounted for, these five are all that
are certainly known to have perished.
rater fig,brosice out in the steel
tanks •ot? Texas company at the
pumping station, a mile from the
original fire. What damage is being
done cannot be ascertained yet. be-
cause it is impossible to reach that
partt..il I 
.;
f the field._ .
tWs, ), will be a half
dollare. 0,
In jultice to the doctors of this
Court( v The Register states that it
slightly erred several days ago when,
it published an article out a phy-
sician of the county being made to
'cough up" several hundred dollars
for hugging the wife of anseher man
who was helping the doctor shout
hie lennework while the doctor's wife
was away on a visit. Instead of the
guilty physician residing in this coun-
ty it should be said he lives just
across the line about Lovelaceville in
Ballard county. His residence was
so close to this side of the McCrack-
en line that it was thought he was a
resident of McCracken, but he is a
product of Ballard count'.
Two men were arrested at , Little
Rack on charges of bribery and at-
tempted bribery of members of the
grand iwry which has been investigat-
ing corruption in the legislature at its
hot sitting. In its report the grand
jury points to crookedness, in primary
elections as the source of the corrup-
Charley tion that makes boodling prevalent.
The funeral of forty-seven of the
victims of the Bennington disestee oc
cOrred Sunday, the interment being
in a common grave in the old military













Davis Island Dam, .9; ris:.ng.
St. Louis, 18.5; falling.
Mt. Vernon, 147; rising.
Paducah, 15.3; falling.
-This morning at 8 o'clock the Dick
Fowler gets away for Cairo. She re-
turns tonight about, ii o'clock.
The Clyde came out of the Tennes-
see river last night. Tomorrow af-
ternoon at 5 o'clock she gets away
on her return to that stream.
The Reuben Dun-bar left. for Clarks
yule yesterday and coming back to-
morrow gets out immediately for
Nashville.
. The Joe Fowler went to Evans-
ville yesterday and comes back to-
morrow, while today's boat in that
trade is the John -S. Hopkins.
The City of Memphis passed up
yesterday bound for the Tennessee
river from St. Isouis. She comes out
of the Tennessee river about Thurs-
day on her return trip.
The City of Saltillo should get -out our
of the Tennessee river tomorrow for the
St. Louis.-
The Rees Lee passed up Sunday ;
bound for Cincinnati from Memphis. I
The Peters Lee goes down today
en route from Cincinnati to Memphis.
The City of Savannah left St. limns 7th
yesterday fee the Tennessee river. ;
The steamer Lotus has gone to Ev-
ansville, and left there yesterday en
route down the Ohio river towards
the Mississiptli. She has been
chartered to a floating palacesconcern
to tow the outfit around over the dif-
ferent rimers. -
The Charles Turner got out of the
Tennessee river yesterday with a tow
oi ties.
The towboat Beaver arrived herc
yesterday morning from up the 93tio
river, and after dropping' a *model
barge of salt in the local harbor, pro-
ceeded on to Cairo with a loaded coal
flat and empty coal boat She has
just had a new hull placed under her
at Point Pleasant, beyond Wheeling.
W. Va.
The Paducah
Stamp & Stencil Co.
Rubber Starnps Made at Home
Can be appreciated more than
those made elsewhere, we
are prepared to furnish all








Its fart, anything in Rubber Stamp








Event Climax of Three Years' Work
'and Cost Nearly a Million.
Portsmouth, N. H., July 24.-An
electric spark Saturday discharged
forty-five tons of dynamite, and the
three acre ledge that menaced navi-
gation in Piscataqua river was de-
st toyed.
The setting off of this enormous
amount of explosive wa-s the great-
est ever handled at one tame in the
world and being attended by little
danger and by no accident, was de-
clared a complete success.
When the switch moved there was
a tremendous upheaval of water,
rocks, clay and timhee, -accompanied
by a wood like the boom of a dis-
tant cannon. From the center was
much commotion and the great mass
of water was thrown up to a great
height, and a huge wave rolled over
towards the Newcastle shore.
The event was the climax of three
years' work which involved the expen
dtUre of nearly three-quarters of a
million of dollars.
Above Everything Else
JULY 26TH, THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY
WILL GIVE A PRIZE OF $x TO
ANY BOY OR GIRL UNDER is.




Sheets b-, 25 cents per dozen.
Towels, f-, to cents per dozen.
Pillow slips, p-, 75 cents per
dozen.
Napkins a-, to cents per dozen.








When your head is throbbing
and well-nigh splitting wIth a
terrible headache take Henry's
Headache Powders and your
headache will speedilo yssish.
This headache remedy is per
fectly safe. There is nothing





The recollection of the quality of
prescriptions remains long after
price is forgotten.
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
Aid Broadway. Tel. 756.
Prescriptions called for and deliv-




IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
THE NORTHWESTERN MU-
TUAL LIFE OF MILWAUKEE.
HE SOLICITS YOUR BUSINESS.
YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
BUILDING. OLD PHONE, OF-
FICE, igg; RESIDENCE, 3115.
W. Mike Oliver. Gee. W. Oliver.






OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
• Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone tia. Old Phone 303.
Four Cents a Pound
SEND YOUR ROUGH DRY
LAUNDRY TO THE PADUCAH
TOILET SUPPLY COMPANY,
FOUR CENTS A POUND. SPOT-
LESS WORK AND PROMPT DE-
LIVERY. OLD PHONE tato
Dr. Hoyer
ii31/2 South Fourth St.
p-us a. noOffice hours 
Office hours 1-3 p.
Office hours 7-9 Ix 1111.
New Phone No. 8. Old Phone Na
Havana has declared a quarantine
against New Orleans becaus.e of the
existence of yellow fever in the Lou-
isiana city.
PUKE C AL
Means Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean
Family Lump, well:screened lic bu.
Large Nut   ___ lOc bu
Place your order for coal with us
and makes no clinkers
Large Egg llc
Nut 10c bu.
United States Gas, Coal Coke Company







FIND OF ANCITIFT METEOR.
hatterters et ertiesseasnere. X. Oa.
earth Want ,topeors to lio
014 Heaved&ly Viettor.
What seemed to be fragtseate ot •
taagnetto lean meteor, which may have
descended to the earth oentatries ago.
was discovered the other day by soma
laborers who ere excavating • cellar
Ina Knickerbocker averrus. at Cornelia
'trete Williamsburg, It. Y. The din
'every was mad• at a depth cd 40 feet.
It being neeeseauy to remove a kill 36
feet high before the sidewalk level wise
reached.
Upon reaching • *..-foot depth is
a• cellar eiroavatton the men cams
lipon the hard PIlb...1100, and at first
believed it nothing but watt rock. It.
extraordinary weight. however, made
them examine Pt more closely. and
when they out tato a large piece of
the matter they found the interfor was
a solid visas of iron ore beneath •
surface several inches deep of bards
ened yellow clay.
The search was extended further',
and the men cams upon a perfectly
formed ape's head and oleo a reen's
esad. All te• matter was turned owes
to Fink Ste :I, the contreotor,
who will telemeter the relic, to nose
museum.
mit appears be me," said Mr. NASA(
that when this meteor fells partispe
eenturiee apes, Pt streek the earth like
a shower of hailstones would. That
the pieces are all ancient is evident
from the hard yeecrw clay wide.' oars
mounts *such piece."
A NEW LIFE RAFT.
141•Alaviisig Deete• of Special almsei
to so aniseed on Som• of tb•
Warships.
The navy department la prowhiteg
some of the warships with • new life
raft, says a Waahington &pedal ta
the New Toils World. It omelste el
an dllipsal eopper tolte somewhat
flattened, with ler-tight compere
mente, strengthened by Jim TWA
tube Is Weased in coals, wound wit)
Canvas and mad* abeoleseety water.
tight. Atteched to this fleet is a
rope netting three fetet deep, front
which is suspended a wotsdena slatted
bottom. few netting is sturpaaded
no the inner aide of dile fiene-ercen
rings ertilah travel on laelltage, o
that the bottom rests 'ah. ropes
pea/time no matter which wide of the
Lost fells upon the .water when it
Is throws overboard. It tees not re
quire to be rtikted, edearted cis
tensed shoat; it is ready far serve*
Ihe memetat It strikers the wafts
Oars as attached to the stem of the
Oast to propel 111 whea SI* emempled.
Itasengt persons sanest get od this
meet Is mink it, and, mike the
heat It comet glipass or *sander,
her, Mho a ref% go to gimes againsi
the sides of a ship.
The war department is eposidertag
the sidvinabtety of egutegeng army
ersnaparta with the earns sort of
goat.
NAUTICAL SCHCCIL AT MANILA.
— —
Naval Oet.i. to Ds nveirysetas Pam
vie to fooreas• Meleaqy
of tbo lasatitiatisa.
Naval officials at Manila !friend to de
everything possible for tee. emcees& of
the nautical school at that place. This
Institution was it:heeled from the
Spanish government. It has been In
charge of Lieut. Richard Fib ?smoky,
United States navy, who was reoently
detached hum that duty and. ordered
borne for eentplicity in ceetain irreg-
ular business relatien• wee army sub.
sistenee officers at Jeanne. Anothee
officer has been placed in charge of the
institution.
The whose offers • free education to
residents of the Philtyptne Islands in
such professional duties as will equip
the codeta to perform the duties of
masters and officers of merchant ves-
sels. But, while the education is chief.
ly of a technical and a professional na-
ture. the stedents als9 are Owen broad
and liberal instruction in the general
branches of rnathemattea, geography.
grammar. English and history.
It is contemplated to provide the
eehool with a practioe ship to eone
bite practical with theoretical histruce
don in navigation, seamanship, and
the general requirienents of the pro
fession for which the atudeate are to
be prepared.
Wireless Tall•irrophy for Warships.
Rear Admiral Bradford, chief of
the bureau of equipment, will point
rut in his annual report, says a New
York Herald dispatch from Washing
ton, the necessity of equipping Amer.
kian men of war wtth • system of wire-
less telegraphy. As soon as the ap-
propriation is obtained he will reconss
mend eee system to be adopted for the
naval service.
Believing that Commander Richard-
eon Clover, naval attaehe in London,
Is deeply occupied with his current
work, the rear admiral 1s recom-
mended to Secretary Long that a wire-
less telegraph expert be sent to Eng.
lead to represent the navy in the
trials of the two new systems de-
veloped by Lloyd's ageney.
aimstrieity on /few York Compete
Electricity for the New York Cen-
tral railroad, at least to equip its
fines from the city's limits to the
Grand Central station, Is more than
a pos./linty of the near future. It iis
said that an electric engine. in man)
sif ite details unlike anythinilNiow is
!service, has been perfected, and that
it will soon eave a trial. If its sun
man is as great as is promised, steams
power may pass from the ad IX •







Mesas of linformat1••• reessiembas Is
catenary Departmemsa-.41•••••
16:speellesat Dashers.
Alemieum is now being used _me
.ensively as a meter es1 for toilet mel-
ees. It has advantages over seem,
a being light in weight sod neves
tarnishing., while it cores lens and cas
be treated in an equelly ettistiic mas-
ter, says Boston Liudiret.
With a can of deviled ham one can
vork wonders sometimes if one has
6 relieble cue to begin opereitiouse
For instance, have a small cue 01 It
•nd mix it through two gilke of enema
whipped stiffly. Add to thee toe, •
;ill of consonitiue in which is diir
solved halt so cauce or oven iesb
eclatine. Put th:s into istipe-r case*
Jr into little dens meth, ace set
in ice for as long a time as neoeif
.ary, or longer, and unmodd wilco
serving.
Old potatoes should alwarr be
?laced over the stove hi cold 'rates
and new potatoes ie boiling water
Let the old oroistoes stand in ice we
ter for an hour or two after peeling
and befcre cuuaing.
boictirean butter is &keyed with
-riled meats, etc. To make put
two tablespoonfuls of ft cab Mittel,
in • small bowl, and week into it
Lhoroughly with the wee( of a Ade
on- knife a mixture of cayenne,
mixed herb powder, missed par4ley,
emon juive and mushr..son powder.
.Vhen this is aocornpltshed, wet it on
the ice, and as 'moo as solid *renew it
into uainty pats. Dot these about
:he meat in servin7.
A delicious sandwich is made by
spreading- thin ovals or bread with
equal parts of finely chopped celery
and walnut meats, mixed with
:hopped olives end a little maron-
naise.
To stuff an olive, peel the putp
from the stone ,spirally, as one peels
an apple, being careful not to let PI
break,. Then make a tiny ball of the
tilling and told the strip about it.
Too much baking powder is *tem
timed in doughnuts and fried drop
cakes, causing the deagth to be eat
m very irregular nobbles on the
edge, which soak fat and make the
doughnuts heavy and nnehapely.
A pure cream of tartar baking pew*
fer makes the dough rise allenty, an
the gas is not all liberated ehnply by
moisture. Therefore, if yawl wouldhave the best results. either pat the
biscuit Into an e% -1 of moderate
rather than In ten beat, that thep
my have time to rise Detect a brown
meet Is formed, er at thani stand
misategg to rim end thee pet
them into a hot oven.
Creamed chicken or comened rireett
treads may tabs the pleas of creamed
oysters, cud are really mere whole-
some and more easily previewed. Par-
boil the aweettemds and pith them
apart; to each pate allow one can of
eauahro. mg washed and chopped fine.
Stir the ,e into • pint of cream sauce.
Where hickee is used, to each three
pounds if chicken that has been most
careful 'c boiled mud cut into dice al-
low a • An of mushrooms and • pint








Apropos et revivals It may not be
amiss to hint i bat s return of the
pannier overe.irt is persistently
threatened, say, a fashion authority.
A very stunning outing hat for
summer shows a felt crown and a
straw brim, both white and trimmed
with a soft Persian silk scarf.
White waist are more to the fore
than ever, and they have embroidery
and lace tucks, and insertions with-
out number.
White with a touch of brilliancy
lent by Persian embroideries is a
conspicuous favorite of the best de-
signers, and daring bite of contrast
make a feature of Paris gowns.
Lace flounces are once more the
height of fashion, and, handsome
rowns are again made with two or
three of these counted on a satin
'inundation for tee skirt
Red silks are to stoics, a great
rterue during the coming season.
They are either shot with white or
have an irregular pattern, are in
two shades of red, or are In red and
black.
There is a new China silk which le
listinguished by perpendicular Bees
of open work, like drawn-work. with
a dainty interwoven design. This is
especially attractive with .-yolte and
Jeep mitten-shaped cuffs of lace, the
lice threaded with narrow velvet
bon in any color desired.
This is to be a season of ruffles.
Quite a numbee or the new Stoney
waists are made trith fruit down the
front, sometimes a single narrow one
ra the edge of the lap. sometimee •
broad ruffle and sometimes two, and
lacing opposite ways, so full as tei
form a jobot and concealing the fee
tening of the bodice.
Item the Mother Young and Nappy
This charming power to throwaway
for the moment the conditions which
keep us from fun ought not to belong
sxclusively. to babies. We took out-
rageous liberties with mother's sweet
lace when we lay cooing in her arms,
and she was the happiest of women in
tioneequence Is it not a pity that
through our years of.neoesaary train-
ing we should forget the trick of
playing with her ty the time we are
,.'own? No girl. I am sure, eould pose
iibly misinterpret sic Into seeming
that we are to turn sober masiders-
lions Into foolish erectile. What I
realer mean is that veiny matters
would be improved if a sense of humor
died its light spun' hetet ead dilemma
Rung "INFAIR:0 I -Mk AL itYYCHOLOO/
1M 4tOOPfTY in earthen Inmois
Ulm thee a diode ago there still no
mined • rural, melon which the people ia
the toms desiniated se the "jungle." a testa
of handed down from • period
parties td the county was isolated
reeds and cowered with deem
timber.. The "Weigh' fall behind in tita
marvel of pogrom The free wagon eon-
toyed thotemily tethers& en ffueda•te wises
tirasiwvilta ea tibe prairie reds la "metal
or tweed 04.a. There was MS
• Olt" el archtteetere, whisk is stillreopistly the aware leg Mess with
coa reesched a up kitenee
The Lights stomentag Ann* the... neal
window Mowed moth deoorationa en the
was as a shotgun end ride, the horn pew
dee dm& wad booting pooch, and trophies
el the •beeet, while ea winter tereninge thegleoing firelight from the coverome fire
r=zutrew shadows in and on among theof miens, a dried pumpkin, cad
"middlivis" somendeginfoom the rafters.
The hese* in whiehilleater lam was bonsteed in • small cleared space in the heart
el tin lassie." Here she Frew to woman
hoed with le eidee erseeetence with the mi.id, woriel thee the weekday walk to the
ireereet end en annual jaws*, to thearmy seas in fair thne,
iier first hardship came to her at the
of six, when rite man trudge each day lotle Mies te the district wheel. But schooldays hi the "tweet," were sem ever, the boysgetting the noes of the "acheolin' "became
S. girls married and bonne use for it,l'here were no baehehor aside is the "Wmes." Marriege was • cortainty about whichthegoceedd be no doubt.
Meer fan• being what eie natives of the"Wmgle" called "'plod, vinare girl," II
VIP impacted shii weed/ make a good matchIt the Lane home was mere picture/gm
teen some of Its seig,bbors it was becauseilesseetes eesd tensed tee morning gloryvines over the window to earnmer and bidthe woodpile behind a bank of sturdy holy
hocks and Prieftot feathers. Tin panssad pates sheen newkere else with seek
iii=ness and blew es they did on the*eniside ilbereen door. Besides
r bad placed nine Patchwork quiltsse the leag ehreertraings thee any ales
girl in lite itarefa, .W‘fre • feather hodre4 betides/ cad. me the dowry everytsAe *as se hien( to her Mefined
=cr had %ire between Sennens fed "dim" Gillian.whose either tree big land owner lathe -sedie sad oat& tot off tan termfest ilk rang pewee le start out with. B.kg a predgetnieded young weema, Mootar took 'Jun^ and the wedding day emsest hr Onertiest
Beebe Bledses, who led "Wed the insoleta weary whet hadtaloa plessialligate =ter e deeadaVs=said agillempatel the
esime abbe se he =riledneeemary he the Peng Pelf& elt takh A
eggrealthealitia kliggthis W ea theder, vim if blighted teell
fa the liesise me • On aloha
to hisfethtSt
ad bathe oft the hest sen et the
/be gaid ier lashed so the
tax la notes drew "shy
tersdetafee." totomed with white lass sethe spd her hoe seeemee hat re.damned with held Alban beers. This
giStar maw omens siemented the
is the ads of too aad barer above
t fly eromri. ee for mane weeks. It was"halegimada tee, a erring mocha* oseyet beteg one if the lee-irks tle Leas
househeld.
Idyis they wen. the "%fate yourwere metettsg boles. &OM The clairewere erreueed la a searicireh noted theroes. and "'tar 'aid Batter sgt dowel
seer the Wan doer. TIte compeay, theeider reembem doe, moo forward one byme Bed 'thee& them by do hand and ehheed thetr seggetendsitiene. There wee
wet iltrhos in which the good wishes
osiidd eremayed. "I wish yea =al toy,'
onsetel tort noterbor, solemnly, aid naldews amilt. Thee theft was sasses in themess. tits "wets searing bleakly se the
beide and groan, wile relieved thsfr
Menominee by imioasumial witOpers to each
ether.
Mee the jam end lefty wings
eaffeeeed the feetvitim et the ");egr 112ware &nested mess of the eider folks be
m rensialeoesserig of former wedding..
nt's egereges how the world does Amok'
51 is a. erne owes &wee",ZmeLtiaree were the sere
Usele "ebnety" eayier. He ase his
pet ma mei start out In the work,sermicisre deal know what hard then are
Yeneve lumber to fiber roar hems with,mid • 'wok wove, mid you can beo- lodesod Albs sad table already muds.
iniftet PO 50 years 46, when Laws sadpsi 1%8664
'Imam Reed et old Kaskaskia. Her
Whet had mese cox on to the Meets aidefrom lisotecky, red I, being a roves( chap
bed deed e/ Tennessee hills, tamed wP thenpie da340.4 gyms to work for Wm. Ind.leg was ell dew by heed In them days,aa
Iowa helped le the corn lasties. e-1
M. love and- mars One day elseAn I leek Lona ap behind sie ou a hereN
end with all our egirld/y goods ded in ebeadle m tinted re eo soak our foram 
Is • sew We mew
we mac the le," and a*Z"up g
•tin
piece of lead and t a egibta. I made allthe farrifbne with my cnro hands, Lad imegiftnaked dk the en). in Ope iltypdim. hadto go tee. Loots tot altrron enrythine
those ye. and Lama staid aloud is the
wIldernere; but the Tridiaas.'were Vas, luidthere vrepiet methInemore '‘neevus isUbe tweeds ellatieverni fate and weenie."
a ADA •44. Vat? Atuni",1)
lerher listiern. 'which we shot Ia.
Won dei" mkt 7s0Y father. Ts
mode, fee ethe and pie we hod
own bawl In •the melees the
nnher didn't have •a stove
leaddlns &rem Herter here; but
Ibsen, wegfeey she wee, heraeV and.
the *cool he it. too. T.hme wartet no
hate hi Omen dare the OA was proud who
mold get a bit of mem to make s mitten
see"
Ames mead hays hem mere stories 01 thegeed old days when simplicity reigned etwedding beets, but the men meat howl
the me wen !emu the rolle"..rhp'Irfin
away for the "tome-refeing." slid
suokiny hews and piled on • pretty she
thee/en acres were Is their ;dee% mod
wiry horns wee reedy fa the "eagle.
Levees evenitto "Bit" Bludener tee _re
*end inefiew, ahoy that he eherished en
Merle, brought his Addle and them was a
lanes a the sew home, a "limerwerm
* and * wieddtng *ere rep.
Am" and Hester Sp live Is II.less*" te44 the tilde •b•up, has ethos
ts kitisd it, ants amt picket tame
ad wldrept orehedier gardso
saes the ,trtnatants,
abler sadInotihe amomplish 4 by girta-liebill Zon-eatsioss oily 6 Math& ONO% 10104 aim "1.11111‘_ -CISISSOSAMI..odainammoodamem
toestIons Snegteted by the Peak
liar Habits of Raccoons.
1•0•Ineons of op bootb000 Otsim...e• s.
tie W aya of tit:, Seemingly Ise.
tellidgenf Little Denizens
ot Salo Illootta.
*onermal psychology Is to be studied,
see, in Park," maid an obeervant
*elven recently, according to the!few Orteaue Tixnee-Demoorwt, "end
scientiete are going to take the
reiolhet op he • aysterna tic way. That
is a geod plan. It is a broad tiehi, sod
resettroh along these lines will no
toebt be productive of much interest-tag data. Heretofore whet scieetiste
berm seed along this line, and In feettit they have learwed, has been of a
theoretical nature, ang it may be said
thee antinal psychology has not pained
beyond the pweey experimental stage.
"Darwin cense nearer formulatingan exact hypothesis than any °tiles
tees:fist when be took up the study otthe emotions and the means of ear-eressing theen, but even this splendidtreertise is lacking in that definite datatv/itch would place animal psychologymew the mu-called' exact scieceenfltrt ft has occurred to me that a busy,tierstileg center of perpniaticm, when
tee miry end so myrrh that is
ei,:ch that is of ti-brtriony with
the natural order of things. wonidont be the place to prosecute in an
nteltigenit and iietiefectery way •toady of this interesting subject.turrouruthere • trifle more metedwould seem to afferd a better nipperemits, for the obeereance of mental;neicreees in the lower order of life.,elf/tough. of con r rnits...h may be!earned by the method which has bee')telopseed byfluespeein ateentiees.
"In Elbe southern pert of the United!Threes thew sakertises might find meee
it. lba4 weaId eve then' e moretele/a ctew to the remoning methter of animate of the lower order.flier! Hitler trick of the•oproerensi far"arteries, whew he feigns death. strews,6116 elemeest of atlffewdnewa which 0110'vest, !mile in orders of intelligens,
itreposeelly hiohe-r. Take the recorton.:Shy ts It thee be will leep op on sereeft% of s tree and then temp re far ashe one front the other wide? III lairtch. Ire is trying to fool the dogthst is after him ie msktnq' ithn he-1e... he is tip the tree. The '-cu',, haspractived the game for we long thatzo well trained dog will ever howl up• tree until he bee cfreed around Itseveral timee is. see if the genie Imosot resorted to tee emelt makeeneliereleety I. it tb.. a e-rone when thetree Is failing- under the effect of thehereter's as win 'scamper dowe r• ,
creek of the tree toward the stet/optITt has two reiteunia for these it. ID
the first Mese unless* the dog knowstie baldness", he will root out tn thefirs--et fee of the falling tree..helleringthe este' will scamper out !roe, the
•Cp. Jo tbo mooed piney,. he resents&that It Se peter for horty end iffehIn enter eveot Pao is rem...sung sheothe tiling. It is a psychological pros•se. Instennes have bern tepertee
'my hunters of where 'cosine weruld!seep fre,a sbo top of failing trees,seemingly knorrirg that they werepursued by trotted dors, who woledhang around the stump watil theywield scamper down the trunk of thefees. Bus the rule Is the other way.
"The point I aro trying to mak•.":oncluded the obeervaat Lettere, "isthat the woods are Ogled %with teee•evidences§ which might Rive the weeelitists • new to the reasoning methedit of animals of the lower order."
REGARDING WHITE ANIMALS.
flea•••••1 Mao red 1 MO UM 011 ad
Certain H.I. and ntee•
aegohir *veer,
A polar bear would not have ashames in stalking seals if it wereof a darker color. The only black
spot about it is the tip of its poorThe sailors who first landed on sari
out unknown &retie shores and hays
stated that the bears used takethem for seals, Ind begin to stalkthem at a considerable distance, lying
lown flat on their bellies in the it-
etude in which the well-known pho
tegreph by) Mr. Gambier Bolton shows
the old polar beer at tbe Zoo, and
wriggling along in tliat potation until
they muse to an blIMMOOk, when
they would g-et ule oeer over to seeIf the "seals" wime. alarmed, end
wriggle otriagain. The sailors added
ehat they could •Iways see the bisek
lose hein the bear got up near, and
*owed that the beer put his riaw over
tit nturzie to hide it. Time *retie'clues. the "blue" bars% the ptarmigan,
reper and .911211. all rutdergo the .es-
tonal chanee to whits by an identical
mores*. sari the lenndon Spectate-rt.
The heir or feathers, as the vaisemight be, tow color and turn white
my chat may almost be described as
tu instantaneous process. In tbe
foxes and birds the white comes in
witches; but the speed of the coley
'hang's is remarkable. There are
'Any stories of roes:pie whoee hair
las turned white "'tem shock "in 'a
enrie night." Juir---g by the birds
.;lid foxes. these streees must be true
No one ever sees the process of fad-
eoing on. The feather or rinteb
if fur which was brown or Cr Ly
?ray suddenly whitens. Yet no oesi
tea actually seen the color going.
The explanation measly given le that
rt takes plaee by eight. 'There teems
so "half way" tint estween tbe"witite
mud the original eater.
ha eat et the Rata.
T1* Father -I ea so glad Join gat
aketed to cosigreell.
The Mother-Yea It'. • greet rie
He kas tried ea • . ways 411
aundag a. • 11.0
l',41111°61
iTCH OMB TETT LOVIL
I Staapodloo "'coffee ?INN la ladoloodi
Sys br blow ,1Poono Pooled.  is
ILO Ia,
A4 Shamokin. Ps., some queer oar
I tome terve senolved the marsh of prog
gess amen( the Poles and Illumetana
enes ed these albserV1110011111 PI 'switch-
Mg day." IS is a !ewers*. eery for
bashful Issees, for switunses of Seats
rather than ellequeuee of Iowan cap-
tures the beties of tbe etammuntty,
aye as eastern oisaboales.
_Tor dare the man boa been in train.
hor for the run ad lins Ilk while the
ankh adNee Tonnes and nab line
man no their Imeompa every negitS
we woman( statetbsr. Molly the
aserning at 'bprritobing die iseeree.
The men nee before him all the ntafib
me of Me "Magic He miry tabs his
pick. Ali be snort do is Ito Welt and
metal and duct wtth water the on.
of his ehotow-tee maid whom he
would hove for his wheat Ti e Is
teeter of fooe than he end am:wpm
she is tree. If the man is holtemid et
boin quasar she seidon e"ete ww80%
though his ten ase dad in Moths
shoes.
"thettobtng der at Obainelde Is
Ibmetter atinday. when el the lode sad
lames of the enuntry immid shoos
pettier et the totem for the amorcal
meeting. • girra north* to ma Is
s000pted se a taken that ahe in on
emus to her porimea 'flee yonliele
start he sesepted as a peopesal, and
no roaelier erbea mistoreme inter be
fell his emery he meet peortde-he her
an the dare of hie toter, Vita
Pathetii ledeed we. tho ithatratiee
• thts feet to the cam of Oman idem
lett, who was by al edde the booth
semen gad ht the Imam
ifor marl, man about Rho ematZ
end slender and her eyes Ogre Mem
WM The wee groomed vela psalm
• othilde grew In daisy sthrotete
elms wpm her heed Mho lhashoh
bad mem sefeese than Ms moil en
slept met the was vary am. nine ed
het newild bad, Giese embrilise
• norelloppable ark pawed eon
gegeftedlihog der to safety willboat the
'Meg amitiorbermasi.
Otte' MOSS OD the rite
snot feettesi oseemetin bad asseeeded
Pa egiredbehenettig all bar perresera.
Thee were the manes the had sem, boa
serer hod a meek& or a peer el mailer
Woo seething abliblose• of lin
feria. Ti we. thee that Andrew
. a thew:Veil eson. Whe
bed weld Wan Nen
bolt LiglielftheeLnei them
Of thread the net=seitdteer het
sped the perms
Doe's the raftweet math they
matted, ad unheeding. So ensitted
were both ciontestants-tbe mom reu-
sing tor • vet* the girl he illierte-
that the aggsroseh of • mate nos on
onteed. The mem tamed thrifty
sad at he Man Win Nhothesk, at,
righted., eiterabled and Ml upon the
raft, Beth of ha, lege were out of
below the- keese. but the doctors say
she 4S's. And Kiebtagky,rere
is= a her being • eripphis.  
thee be wfd keep tee we-tele 40) wed
ber hist as ems se. =17 :bte
Isom the cremes ems,
LOVE BALLS IN SHAN STATES.
Ontgoo •••• 4 rotor...en ao DO.-. P.405
• soon • Too so 1, .4 Its lo Ca g-
oer. ilhoofra.
Toed W. Carey has macro iy bees
trarreltsg itarongh an almost unknown
part of the Chinese Shan states, which
• bethiesse China proper and }turmoil.
Is the amount of hie journey, which
he remelt* reed hr-fore the Boys!
Osograghieal moiety, he spoke most
teirerabiy of the weaves of the eons
hp, theme% his °Onion of tbe men is
sot no ftedileging, loye the New Torii
Sum
In Moir face sod figura, he oar a•
thole nano resembie the Japanese,
mad 'the women era to sal the newt
Mlie mese veati on al and f metot a ti ng.the resemblance nada The men
are hey, peed-formothtng fellows, who
sewer weft unless they ere absolutely
estretngpetit teirmemerdo Iti?Be otheriosrosbee fteldstoll dusa
speed their ttme whee at home is
wwevtnç adedi end in household do-
dge. weer • very pretty ma
new besteding a low white pet
mat, which is much more heron:eh,
than the ugly misshapen trousers of
the Chipeee warren.
Its'. Carey der rites a Cl version of
the young people which very much In-
tervened Win. AA he paned through
the villages the girls often provided
theetnehoe with cotton seed balls.
which they call love bells, and many
Itusee he was pelted with these love
tinferftea Ire soya they were of course
sot intended to emery any message
to him, but at the festivities which
take plane dtreteg Xew Year's these
eolored bans have a very important
part to piste On these 000a/tons notb-
ine could be more stgnIfloant to a
rottng nem, for she to very careful te
throw it only to the particular young
cm whom she would like' to marry
Thus she expresses her preference foe
one or another of' the swains, if the
young man cetchee the ball, the fast
Is a oaredlndlestion that he wiahm
to wed the girl, and the engagement
might as well be annomeed et ones.
But It he misses the ball, the tact in-
Ideates that he does sot reelpromte
She affection the maiden desire* to
give him, and she Enid find a hirr•T
dooromo„ At NJ, (it Per tittles theorem.
Is empty a reeds, at flirtatiett, whew
the maiden or man who fails to (*AA
the ball must pay a forfeit ha the
throwesi
toesiat cues..
The gametes footmen wear wigs
widget tem eight rows °Pearls, where.
=dose of the prince of Wales are elogrog Krim lad them of the
'heed mayo. of Laadas are gives rtaill
a.
 ,0141.11•11
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111CM Ifseimmaie iseatmenat Seems OS
S. W.1l Dovokepodi beDemo
of Thom.
A somber of authentic aneodotee
have been ootimeed by Le Tour du
Monde to ilhoOrailie the feet that the
sentiment of reveneo is very well de
veloped in some animals. Kverybody
knows that elephants. for example
have kat memories, etwp they sri
is-liberated to. %rest re e that ?forte
their feelings. Cope Shipp., of the
French army, discovered this tact to
his morrow six weeks after he had
riven an elephant a sandwich sprin-
kled with cayenne pepper. The cap-
tesineeiad almost forgotten the inci-
dent when be next saw the animal
and attempted to caress him: but the
elephant, recognizing the practical
tinker, suddenly absorbed • quantity
of dirty wawr from a puddle near-bz
end diffused it over the oftwer's uni-
form
Griffith, the historian, tells a story
of two Indian elephaute t the siege
of Burtpore. Water Vele scarce and
in groat demand, which gave unusual
?slue to a well that had not dried up
One day, just as a small elephant and
lie driver were leaving the well, the
animal oarrsing a pail of water, a very
large and strong Oliphant seised the
pail and drank the water. The smaller
elephant, conscious of his inferkse
strength, showed no resentment bet
bided hie time. One day be littw
enemy standing broadside by a well.
Tim little fellow suddenly rushed for-
ward with all the energy at his com-
mend, butted the big one on the alde
and tumbled him over into the well.
An Indian missionary tells of an In
discreet person whom he saw teseiug
an elephent by pricking his trunk with
a pin and than feeding him with le*
Puce salad which no elephant has ans
me for. The animal wee rather sloes
Ist anger and he bad not fully decided
to be mad till a half hour had elapsed,
wben suddenly misdeed the man's hat •
tress hie head, tore it Into shied* aced
*mg the bynames Into the faee ed
his bormentor.
• British magesdne told, awhile
Mend iSf a milkman's dog that was the
terror of sel smaller canines, as be
was a fighter and never mimed a •
thanes to mix up in • row. Mooted
the doge in the neighborhood bore
sears as evidence of his ferocity and
prowess. None of them meld match
Item in a fight. The idea finally ore
emend to them, however, that there
is strength in tiffiOtt, and eo one niete
about a dosen of them went to Inc
home of the tormentor and thrashed
him within an inch of his life The
milkman found next morning that his
doe was neare dead from tbe wound.
Sifileeed. When he recovered from the
scrimmage he was 'changed dog, haw
ing weeny lost his tees. freighting.
elir Andrew Smith, a wee gist, told
Darwin that one day be wow a tom•
baboon in South Africa hearise t•r wits
mud an officer, who, all spice and epee,
was oft his way to pet ade. The °thee.
1.141 frequently teasel the settee.
which took this effective means of ra
veep*. Parrots also are among tee
&almost.' that du sot emu forvet per'
eons who treee or tonere.. them.
They aseally end *ems to glee
some •npleasent neele eta to those
who are untied to then..
STAR. la. ;-.;:a‘at TRADE.
• 11•11.6 of rt• Original mirrors to
me soneed a. lishihitt,,m la 5..-
S's Leather fespooltisra..
There a to h. a •hoo end teethe"
expoettien in Boston, which eotwee
Of. to b. the "hie, market for beets
and shoes in the United States end
one feature of it is to he a repn di.-
lion of the original shoe testae, tit
the United Meows. says the New e co
toe.
For many veer,, after the aelthp-
meat of the American colenies no at-
tempt we. made to msnufwer ere
boots and shoes for the market. hest.
wear bring imported t-orn iteelood
sod Trance. This wae • period et
Used-made shoe. evelisoree, • • n
towns large enough to bevy s local
shoemaker, be supplied all the turerta
-11' the inhabitant. In 'owes not
lame eneserh to slirtaiti • vilifier cob-
Pr a traveling shoemaker were from,
rlsoe to p'ae... stopping a da• o- *
week at each_
So far as 161 Iremen, the am .hno,
factory le Maesschumette was site.
ated In Denrers, not far teem the
historic house in whieh Gen. por•fr,
of revniuttonary fame, was horn. As
early as 174f retiree+ elite-ins kers were
at work currying, cutting ane
reeking at the original factrey is.
Dan tern.
The original shoe factory of Den-
yen can, it IS PR Id. be topreeees4
without Undue expenee, and as the
boot and shoe ineereet In Matirmetra-
'tette is nntv not only well est s Nisbe4
but eetoyier an unusual aleouot ofetomeservial prosperity, with a lever
engem' market than it senor hare be.
Pore, it is thoueet proteers th•e the
exhibttten wie be representative ismany Teepee-tie
The chief econntrieft to which Amer-




The men she g-to the most out tf,fb
life is the one whela nhvaya lookingop, wile I. determissed that everythinghe does, every innetrostrit he wakes,ebeil leave h:m a little bigher up, slittle further on, To learn. thereforn,
how to spend he the higher futilitiessweat' 0/ the tower, so that the manlyevalttles, rattiest than the animal. map.be developed, Is a problem that 0.11b6treats ns.--Sneeetia.
many Steals Mos.
Tens will find e good matte obr• brathew et whom yau •saposs tut
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Extremely low rates are annotuec-
e'd via the Southern railway frompoints on its lines for the follow/tog
special occasions:
Athens, Ga.—Sumner school, June
27,—July 28, 1905.
•Knoxville, Tenn.—Summer sthood,
June 20—July 28, 1905.
Monteagle, Tenn.—Monteaole Bible
Torheing sehook July 3—Aug. 15, 19054 .1410.tteagle, Tenn.—Wonean's con-
Aug. 1-45, 1905.
• Nashville, Tenn.—Peabody college,
schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
rti=, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Oat ord. Miss—Suirtmer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—Aug. 9, 1905.
Michmond, Va --Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.—Summer school
for teachers, June 16--July 28, 1905.
Rates for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets will be sold to
these points from all stations on the
Southern railway. Detailed informa-
teen can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
ratio-ay or agents of connecting hoes
os by addressing the undersigned..2... W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexing-
ton, Ky.
W. H. TAYLOR, G. P. A., Wasik-
NI an' gton, D. C.
C H HUNGERFORD, D. bl.
Looisvilfr, Ky.
G. B. A.LLEIbi. A. G. P. A St.
Louis, Mo.




zoo Room Hotel—High and Dry and
Well Ventilated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
OUR V/ CATION.
THE BEST OF HOTEL AC-
CO)CM OD ATION S, AND THE
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WA-
TERS,
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUN'rING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNTING, AND IN
• FACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSE-
NTS BOTH FOR THE OLD
THE YOUNG.
CIA,. RATES ON ALL
RAILROADS.




f you want hour cloches deemed,
d or repaired, take them to K. C.
Oat yop South Third sweet I have
Sae nicest line of 'amides lot tines




ke:mans 5 and 6 Regiater Boii







EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT





4• S. P. POOL, Manager
GUY NANCE, Mat
203 fiv uth rbied Street.
Rosleanoe over atom
Both Phones WI —Prices bisasonathe
Dr. B. T. Hall
Office with Drs. Rivers & Rivers.
•
Ito North Fifth. Both Phones
gfresidancei it.lt Clay. Old phone rdgi
memoir 
Dr. B. B. Griffith
TRUEHEART BUILD/NG.
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones MO at residence. Office hours






Wood, $1.26 per wagon
load delivered prompt-
ly tor cash. Telephone
442, old phone.
E. E. Bell 42, Sons.
J. K. Hendrick, J. G. Miller
HENDRICK & MILLER
LAWYERS
Rooms i, I and 3 Register Bull&
Ind. 523 1-3 BroeoneY•
Practice in all the courts of the
state. Both phones 31.
Paducah
Mattress Co.
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
We store, pack and ship furniture as
abort notice.
PADUCAH MATTRESS CO.
215 to 219 South Third St
Dr. L. t. Sanders,
Specialist on Diseases of
EVE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAl
Eyes Tested. - Glasses Fitted
Office Hours: 11 a. tn. to 4 1:0.
Trueheart Building, Rear Office.
Paducah. - - - - Kentucky
G. C. DIUGU1D,
ATTORNEY-ArLAW.
fog 1-e North Fourth Street, Upstairs









Room to, is and is. Coltman
!Milan*
Paducah. - - ▪ . Kentock,
J. C. Floestnoy. Cecil Amid
R. T. LIGHTFOOT,
—LAWYER—
Rooms aid and 201. Fraternity arm.





Old one 496 Red; New Phone sis.
Paducah, Kicky.
H. T. Rivers,M. D.
OFFICE roa NORTH FIFTH
TELEPHONIM
Residence 296 Offios egg
Taylor & LUCASS,
LAWYERS.
Both Phones 695.—Rooms s03 and s04
Fraternity Buikliag.
Office Phone 261, Reddenee‘hone 474
Vernon Blythe
PHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
Rooms 304-6 Fraternity Building.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY,
Attorney-at- Law,
Room No. 5, Columbia Building
DEAL'S b4nrctlhaa
Phone, 136-red.
SPOONEIN BUREAU. SU/1"Ra LIU"  FOR BILK CULTURE PLANS
111f TOM r. II05GAM.
There is • wreck -down at Spooaer'ihoum•—• wreck that was formerly a piece
of blithe manhood, with • remised tendencyto talk and a weu on his head. The wreckla question used to be saluted by his coot
hors as Mr. Spooner.
Where, before, all was joy, in the highest
octave,' now is sorrow and woe ia large
guantitiee and a dilapidated bureau la re
markably small edema.
The bureau in comedian arrived in the
Mayflower, so Spooner used to proudly ao
sart. Unfeeling neighbors used to sone.
times sneeringly remark that it had more
the appearance of having come ic the Ark
But neighbors will carp and let their hop
iron through your aabbege-potoh in wile
and bristly freedom, so .4e will take then
sneers at ao per cent. discouot.
How the bureau came there was not thesubject that worried Spooner just befers
the pall of darkneas and bumps settled oventhe happy home. How. to. get it sway twat
what agitated his mind.
Spooner's only detuohter, Cydonia., had,
at least, been so fortunate as to corral a
fearless being, who made her his wife—and
the was Cydonia Spooner no longer. Li
I. not the purpose of the writer to die
tribute the Ides that, but for this time
ty, attack of matrimony, Ides Spooner would
kayo booms more altitudinom. Fax bon,
It! She simply cowed, as a Spooner, to
make the Inaniu at three daily repasts look
an if attacked by an itineraat eat, and to:.
mark plaintively that woman's mission co
earth was not clearly defined. around tto
edges,.
Now that their daughter had sumesedeeha oommitoing matrimony in the firs'
degree. Mr. and Mrs. Spooner resolved tc
do the proper and appropriate thing. Ahem
math Ceaticular thought, they decided te
present her the sacred bureau, arounewhich clustered math hallowed aaweistions,like them incimmous to an old buffalo
/lobe.
The seared Wrath wee loathed in the
second story of the Spooner domicile, is
the "spare" bell:Qom! How to get it down
stairs was the question.
The time, several years before, wilco
Acre, the dimyrnazi. had mead the ponderous piece of furniture to the sestina
story window, by means of much ramrodprofanity, was still fresh in Spooner's mind
lEle remembered that Jaw had m000trrsd
Ih• bursae, which was an enormously de
'eloped affair mad teen had measured the
stairwar.
"Too wide for the stairs." was Jager' yawLot.
fio without any more fan he had pro
sesded to haul it up the side of the home
and istriethes it through a window.
But Spooner considers himself a peer athe way of concentrated thank, to any two
Lagged drarman that ever wore a hairy hor
rut for • beard and charge.' AO pieces of
giver for carrying a Mosta trunk two
blocks. He knew, without measuring, that
Ike stairs were wide enough for the be
tem. Single-handed and sloes he attackedthe lugubrious piece of furnioure in at. con
sative spare bedroom.
By dint of mu& polling and an equalamount of healing, he sumeeded in wrest-tins it to the bend of the stairway, in epeeof the fact that at seemed coatiaually
seek . its chore into, the floor, in se deter*Said effort to resist the dopestuss.
Getthig shoed, he carefully korered thebareau toward himself. Tb. operation was
only marred by the trifling modem edbits drawers slipping out at ewe and theas time, and a/I but the hal am barb,leg same portion of flpoosser's wows asliteaLtisiavroodea @bower, upon kilo andbelow la the leg" of the stairway. Ties last and heaviest drawer departed Iso
asited lit, wroag aide up, en • Spooner's
m the regulee cod of poseer roah
heat shoulders and bowed heed. Elle holdse she Mayflower heirloom slipped sad the~wig= fall Leeward soma Wm. the
1.‘
Wm meetly too 4th lb. ehinDown they went, with eh the tasitementistd celerity that atter./ the pusses tdlanne rushing frasticolly deem the corridor.
PI time.
Spooser we. • tii In admit's', of thebereau when both mooted in the log" etSi.
The drawers width lad ma& thattombees
a few mooed, before, lay ins soul used beepwith all possible mews upward to wetswine the naso haarioue Sponsor.
He leaded on all these menet, and seewet move that seemed' to pet in as appeartaco foe that wooden only, and the en•'haat and vindictive barean Mood squarey on It. head on hia paivarbig eorporolity.A wild, uolilesi yell, as iiiarp pee so vol-smaioses that it Wooled the bees oat of theSwaney sod brought Mrs. apoomer to thehot of the stair..
"Oh, the precious bureau!" she shriekedWhat, oh! what hot happthed to it?"
Presently • Mat ',Wee piped ap from the*Store of the pile where Spooner was dotag • sontortime sot beneath the bureau:
"The preakeu bureau is stninnand asFen" it said, "but I am mortally woundwi by this fishiest-made demoa!"
Pririmeared at she &wild 11004ini011 of hetpoem, buried beassee a utotantale of re.aortal** !erasure and with as wouranceas his hh, Mrs. iipooaer pea tor
Presently the also returaed with aisigh•'or Likes. fly his etrvoq arm, the wreck• triashousi was draws beneath thetill csaieast heirlouta of the Roundheads
Amoebet insaourecoau.t was lomat u led, • nd.lee Sooner decision of Jaime, the closomeu,fres viediosted. Tlet tomes wesaid go ne
emits, Lona the "kin" tee the stairway
MY mush aarrower from these dosses.
Without • word, but with • widish dark.
elite resolve depoted en his ecti dodttolge. and nose several Meths out m
plumb, Spooner, metated by Kiliar, set toweek to twee the Leman up le the topd Use -taire age*. This they aniesseded* moo.- 'Sighing, in spite of the Pealanicalsesestaiwe el that •abbore orthodox deemif drawers.
Then Spooner rolls it ever, and over,ed, with she Dolph` -is aid, he balasoedI • memest os the
Wit. • seeds of lit noes banshee joy and• spasmodie Ititob to his pastaloosia, slow-y:'skispisas away freso the eletehas of hisme rear suspender loseton, Spooner pushedthe bores*, sow thshoughty frightened, out-ward, sod it isurti d through Ow air Uksalse 
ire' 
light of a brae,- mobbed meteor. With
It landed on the stoom•dooretep,Piro sitsorios below, rid IPall 'lotions but •smolt of its former aranneur.
Col. Wiedypese's valusibk dog, of theseacii-legged periruaisest, had, but a sw-eetie hetora. been $ moriog as overshoeea the doorstep. hew be lay ender theusrese—enly • amuse reeolieetica. a hairyfreesias-spot. •
Cystoids get so wedding presat Mae herpireeta; Spooner rot seething bst s theta.sestortmeet el hemp. sad abrasiosis andbill for os, said toehe the value of theate dog. Ti all d whielt he *bimetalh mob pisteremee phrase that be mow •Etwelk trial la the neer diatoms.
Misesahis dharal dpeassistl--Gind
el
Wow York Hunters 0b1tg. Tag
8600 tor a Day's chtuaalagt
on a Rig Farm,
John Hendrickson, a breeder et
fancy cattle, mostly Guernseys and
Jerseys, living near Pleasant Valley,
on the Cochecton turnpike from
White Lithe to Newburg, N. Y., ree
meetly found four of hie finest young
hetferr n the field, all riddled with
charges of buckehot, which had en-
tered the bodies lust behind la..
Leg.
Neighbors reported that Dant, re
from Neu. York, who had beer., cloy-
ing at White Lake, had passed over
his farm in qtheat ox partridge, and
that 'Ante had been heard in di the
ricinity'of the field where the cattle
wore at posture.
The dead heifers were the finest
specimens of the Hendrickson herd.
and It occurred to the owner as he
was examining the wounda, that
killed them that they bore a strong
resemblance to does by reason of
I-heir delicately formed Hmbs. He
was seized with the idea that they
had been mistaken for deer by the
hunter..
Hendrickson oent to White Lake,
out found that the three men he
wanted had gone. He ascertained
their names and addresses in New
York and after eoasiderable difficulty
located them. He has just returned
after seeing them, and as a result
of his visit he is O500 richer than
when he went to the city.
FIDDLES WITHOUT HANDS.
irreials CIIIIWOOIS, et Atlases m , Oven.
oases Seusingly lo•somoount-
aible
Atlanta, a am7-11—town south of
Bloomington, fli., has in Prank Claw-
son a fiddler whose chief bid for
fame lies in the fact that he is with-
out hands. Clawson haa been a per-
former on the violin since boyhood,
and his skill wee such that he was in
demand at every country dance in
that part of the country. Several
years ago he wee caught in a bliz-
eard and both hands were so badly
frozen that they were amputated al
the wrist. Supposing that his fid-
dling days were over, the old instru-
ment was laid away by the owner.
Th• old-time longing to bring out
music became 400 strong to be m-
utated, and he conceived the unique
rkSea of playing without bends. He
amide a 001trivanoe out at heavy
wars, which enehled him to wield the
bow. The matter of Angertor was
more diffloolt, bot by hard practice
be trained the stump of his left band
so make th• neceasary shifts from
one Meng to another, and from po
mitten to position. With the fiddle
hold to plain by hie chin and Ire-es
and with the help of his More,
arma, Ciewerin so *mgr. to pie'
*early a* much sumese as for- e
• YOUTHFUL GRANDMA.
gen. Darifetou. of Iowa Fails. la.
Claims Ulm noeord tow floe
Sleet hwees,
--
A grandmother sell is the record of
Mrs. Jolliet' P. Carleton. of Iowa Falls,
ta„ who claims the distinction of being
the youngest gr•rremoth•r 11 Una ca
tire northwert. She is hoping to be a
crest-grandmother by th• time elm
4.11.
Mr and Mts. Carleton were ma
tied in Ohio 19 years ago, Mrs. Carleton
being only 11 year. old when •he Was
ercieed. won and led to the altar by his
eouthful schoolmate. Leas than twe
rears later, when oily 12 year, of age
the became a morter. The ter.d•ney
toward early mare.' gee in the Cartooum.
family was tranamitted to the dauglt
lArr, and two years ago. at the age of 14.
she wee married. Lest week she bee
came a mother.
Until reeently James P. Carleton
poetmester at Toes Fella, but a yea
menthe ago he and his wife removed to
St Patti. Minn., 'where their daughter
and grandchild reside.
tterinn•at ter aeopetisies Cu. vies-o.
A promising movement has been
storied in Virginia for the benefit of
the n•gro population. The idea orig
lasted with Dr B. E. Jones, of Rich
mend, •nd several prominent and
wealthy newroes are associated with
him! The first of the proposed set-
Ilements will be established near
Richmond Plots of ten aeree eseh
will be latcl of' end upon each will
be riveted a fra..r-roomed log cabin
of antique style Theme plots will be
soli ens easy instalnuente plane to
negroes anxious to better them.
genre& They will be given practical
and eyetematio Instruction in farm.
hag', an experienced expert from the
Institute at Hampton being engaged
as instructor.
Plan a Predlgious Tunnel.
A bole, remarkable project ts
seiteltig attention among Russian en-
Keepers. It is proposed to conetrect
a tunnel under the main chain of the
Nuosaus mountains ̀ from a point at
miles south of Vladika•kaa. The tun-
eel will be IS miles long and cost
171.000.000. As moon as the Trans-Si-
berian railway le finished. It is by-
Need., this Caucasian tunnel. wbieh
tuts the warm support of the • r
will be eommenoed. From a mEito,
and sommerolal point of view tee
work will b• of mart Importance ••
dee only direct oonoraunirwtioe won
Wene-Caeoaele from Southern Ruse%
Is by an tirdinarg road from vbhgLir
writes to Ulna
Ilebooto Ostba.
• year age there wars 11,9111 pulingsibeags he Cow, wl^.k 115.000 ahildraa.
Mat asap are 11114.0000 askapal
algae aid sew goboxesko sae Whig
'
Sectatary Wilson to Encourage Do.
vslopment of the Industry.
Wen Ash Oeogrows for 410,000 Ilea the
freurpose ot Parellastaaer Test and
ilarsottgattosi ot What Can Ile
Demo In United States.
liworetary Wilson, of the department
of ogrioulture, is determined to re
"Irv. !merest iii the cultivatioa of silt
seornae and mulberry trees in tht
United Otates, and the sum of $10,00u
eritieh he has leaked ooagress to give
him to develop silk culture in the
VisIted States for a preliminary test
sad investigation, will be spent with
• view of interesting every man and
woman in the country who has sonic
spare time for the work in the planting
of mulberry trem and the care of silk
If *rms.
If the appropriation asked for., is
granted Secretary Wilson will turn hip
attention first to the south, on accoun.
of the large &mount of cheap tenni
to be procured there. If the result
in the eonth are at all satisfactori
n the men, women and even th.
children will be appealed to by the gev
ernment to lend a hand in establishing
• new industry.
"After congress authorizes the
start," said Secretary Wilson, "I shall
be ready to furnish the necessary sup.
plies to anyone wishing to make the
experiment of silk culture. The o ert
hi about all done in tLe spring, and if
my plans early, by next spring every
member of eongress will have at hit
disposal 50 mulberry trees to be given
away to his constituents. I think it
likely that I shall ear. upon Booker
T. Washington to help me at the start
through his great industrial school
at Tolbert", Ala. He is ready there
I. take hold of the experiment and
do much in • abort time in educating
the people in silk culture.
"So far as I am concerned, I know
silk culture can be made • success in
this eountry. People laughed at me
when I said the beet sugar industry
would be • emcee's, but it is a success,
apd the total yield this year will be
900,000 tons of sugar. We are grow-
ing excellent tem plants in this coun-
try to-day and preparing tea for the
market in an absolutely clean way—
that is, in steel cylinders and without
the tramping of perspiring cheap labor
upon the leaves. The Yankee can sur
mount almost any obstacle, and he toe
niedlately improves almost any ides
or industry he Imports."
WANTS ISLE'S COINS CHANGED
&Nei Goverser of unwell Orgies
•soovicaa Stoney tor tee In
the Island.
Authority for the conversion of all
Hawaiian silver C04/41 into correspond-
hag colas of the United States and for
the immigration of a limited number of
Chinese laborer, conditioned upens
their engaging in agrieultoral marmite
'rely during their residence In the ter-
ritory sod their return to their own
*wintry upon «melee to be farmers are
the Wei*f recommendations of H. E.
Cooper, acting governor of Hawaii, is
his &usual repo--t.
The prosperity of the islands, soeord.
tag to the acting governmo depends on
the suoceestul and economical produc-
tion of auger. "The employment of
Chioese and Japanese by the planters,"
he says, "never bar Bed never will io-
ta/fere with either American skilled or
usaldlled labor, but if an ample supply
of desirable labor can be obtained It
means millions of dollars spent for ma-
shinery, building materials tools. steel
and tron and other supplies of Amert
ma manufacture."
low Jersey's Pare reed Law.
What is said to be the strictest pure
good law in the United States has just
gone into effect in New Jersey. Its
enforcement has been Intrusted to
the New Jersey board of health. Un-
der it the office of state dairy corn.
ealeadoner has been abolished and his
duties have come under those of the
shirt food Inspector. There will be
a large number of deputies scattered
all over the state. Everything that
seen coma into use for human con-
sumption as food or drink is included
tinder The taw. The inspection will
even hike In canned goods. It does
sot matter whether these or anything
else is manufactured or put up out-
side the state or in it, they are liable
to come under the ban of the law if
the analysis to be made from time to




appeared in the cow that was inocu-
lated with germs by Dr. George D
Barney, of Brooklyn, several days
ago. Dr. Barney will permit the
signs to become more pronounced
and will then kill the ()ow and hold
an autopsy. Dr. Barney is now ear
lain that be has disproved Dr. Koch',
theory that hunters tuberculosis and
bovine tuberculosis are not Intercom
munioable. Dr. Barney said last
eight that he had no doubt that the
autopsy to be performed would
prove beyond doubt the fallacy of Dr
idoch's theory.
of tuberculosis have
Petamaere In British Indian Jails.
No fewer than 5e7,884 prisoners
were in the prisons of British India
La 1899-1200—an increase of 92.064
over the number for 1991. Of this
huge total only 246.S5 were females,
which is • smaller proportion than
In western countries.
41.1 a lIrtetwo.
A new form of benefaction to •
New England town is that taken Is
the gift of Pratte • Rohe 0, N.".
Tr•vit. who has gives .
ffietilete s elleent betters.
WONDERFUL SRAM WORL,
Meow, Vasa 117p0o the 1111eiworeas nd
Oforks ta the finitoat States
Railway Postal Serving..
Milliona of people are cunil intis eg
aowadays of brit g tame: ta e I ly ,
but an army %if men in O.. employ
of Uncle Sam are burdenee with
saental practice unheard of, as re-
cards extent, in any other emoitry of
the world. Things tnat a all w a y
postal clerk moat remember -aye in-
eretteed Ha such sulume tLia s oz.- would
think every cell of Lis loan wouldae Choc whb the nem,- of 4 office
.r roiloay colooectiou, tool I .a won-
der is t at the clerk's mind dues not
falter under the pressure. Despite
these facts cases of insanity among
this class of public servants are rare,
says the Chicago Record-Herald.
One Chicago poetal clerk main tui tied
For several years a record of 21.000
eards (which take the place of letters
it examinations) with an average per
cent, of correct distribution of a frac-
tion over 99 per went. He knew her.' to
reach that mery offices in &mood
states by the shot teen quickest oast-.
and he knew the correct location of
each office in Its state.
A clerk on the New York and Chi-
t:ago railway post office must envy,the correct location of every.posi of-fice in a group of states made up of
Wino* Iowa. Wisconsin, Indiana
Minnesota, Sou O Dakota tad Ne-
braska. lb thetie seven stater thereare 12,317 poet offices. Not only is the
?Jerk required to be "up" On the gen-eral scheme, which mean, (be correct
location of the post offices in eachstate, but he muet know how to reachthe whole 12,00n post offices from oueor more /titanic
A ,clerk runnii,g between Chicagoand Minneapolis underwent no fewerthan 18 examinations in 13 years,learning 13,306 offices in 15 differentsections of the United States. Insome of the examinations he was re-quired to make a Chicago city distri-bution, which means that while run-ning over the country at the rate of amile a minute he must distribute let-ters to the carriers of the Chicago de-livery. He must know not only whereevery public building and leading mereeantile house I. located, but also howto divide the numbers on aoarticu-tar street so that he can "tie out" hieletters to the correct carrier, accord-hig to the route of the latter. Thissame clerk made 13 examinations Inten months, with an average correctdistribution of 9 .88 per cent. In $0examinations he came out of nine ofthem with a clear 100 per cent. each.
Think of such a task, taking int*consideration the puzzling similarityof names that are used to designatepoet offices! Thin, too, must be con-sidered the fact omit there are hun-dreds of cases where in each state Is• post office of the same name. ForInstance, in the states named abovethere are five post offices named Ham-ilton, six Grants, four Garfield', fourGeneva*, four Smithvilles, foor Spar-tas and five Jeffersons, and so on.In some instances there is a post of-Ice of the aseme name in each of the
seven settee. As one may imagine.this only tends to confuse the averagemind.
THE 1101.1NTAIN LION.
-
41.361‘maplon PLorewli-and-Tlaws11114plop er rot 4. e Cone Tribe-Now
Hail to Rind.
Freon • story in St. Nichol/us we
din this description of the old.time
mountain lion:
Thee% was a time when the Ameri-
ean mountain lion was one of the
moot formidable et/Amato in the world.
The cat is the masterpiece of nature;
ono me inewaswria 1IvfOil was our so she
moot terribly armed and powerful of
tne cat ramily. at was a compact
mass of hard and tough muscle and
gristle, with bones of iron, strong
taw-s, shear', teeth, and claws like
steel penknife-blades. It was
prodigiously strong, lithe, and quieli,
covered with a mail-coat of loose skin
that was as tough as leather.- It had
the temper of a demon, and was in-
satiably bloodthimty. Withal, it had
the proverbial nine lives of the cat
tribe.
Against such an animal It was
hopeless to match dogs. It was said,
hi the school-books of 40 rears ago,
that "three British mastiffs can pall
down a full-grown Asiatic lion." Per-
haps they could; but they would have
been sorry of they had tackled a full-
grown American mountain lion of
that time. He was not to be "pulled
down" by anything; and if he had
beer. "polled down," that was exactly
the porition in which he fought best.
With his back protected by the earth,
and all four fearfully armed paws fly-
ing fret, aided by hie terrible teeth,
and a body so strong that it could
not be held in any position—well,
when he was "down" was the time
that he was most "up."
He once was found in all the Rocky
mountain regions, from the jaguar-
haunted tropical forests of the ex-
treme south to the home of the
northern winter blizzard; but he at-
tained his greatest size and ferocity,
on the subtropical plateau of north-
emn Mexico, New Mexico and Arizona.
These animal's tire no longer what
they were. The tourist or hunter of
to-day cannot how to fine, any of the
old-tIme power of ferocity.
Clippings to, Royal Reefing.
As his children attained the ace of
ten King Edward had everything eon-
teeming them which appeared in the
newspaperepasted into albums, and
these were handed ovor to them whew
they reached years of discretion. The
prince of Wales, however, began at the
beginning, azid each a his childres
bas a volume of newspaper matting*
dating from 'he day Si hirth.--Chli
leaf" Chsnalaht• --• - . .
Ladeleah
I. I/-












a Bubbler, dip in water,




One with every 25c purchase at
McPHER.SON'S
DRUG- STORE
Prescriptions called for and deliv-






FOR 'RENT — Two efurnished
rooms it 410 South Third seer.
WANTED—To rent a furnished
house. Address L., care Register.
FOR SALE—Oliver typewriter.
PractiCally new. Enquire W. V.
Gwen, phone 65.
nWANTED—Colored boy to fire
fierwace at Paducah Toilet Supply
eempany at me Monroe.
,FOR RENT—Furnished rooms
*thin three blocks oi Fourth and
Beostlevay. Ring old phone 613ne
. POSITION WANTED—lay nice
in-year old vet ite 'girl, doirfg house-
Address L. R., this office.
FOR SALE—A two-story frame
- dwelling, seven room!, hint recep-
tion hall. hiet and cold water, good
ere buildings, nice yard with shade
erees. Wil sell on terms to snit per-
chaser. Price reasonabk. Apply at
gee North Seventh street. New
phone No. 630. 1
Tuesday Morning, July 25. 1905.
Judge David Sanders returned
Sunday- from Smithland, where he
went to see his family, which is
spending the sumnitur there.
Mr. Cade Davis went to Smithland
yesterday for a week's visit to rela-
tives.
MTS. Harry Young and 'child 'have
gone to Louisville for a visit.
Mrs. William C. Gray went to
Hoplcinsvilile last evening for a visit.
Mrs. I. Young left Sunday on the
Rees Lee for Ohio to visit several
weeks.
Mr. James C. Utterback went to
Nashville, Tenn., Sunday night On
business.
Judge E. ,Barry, of the Benton
Tribune, passed through here yester-
day en route to Crab Orchard, Ky.,
to attend the Kentucky Press asso-
ciation meeting.
Dr. William T. Polk, who has
been visiting here, left last night for
Memphis, where he joined his wife.
They then went on to New Orleans,
where the former associates himself
with Doctors Singletary & Singletary
to practice medicine.
Muster Commissioner Cecil Reed
has returned from near Bowling
Green. His wife and mother stopped
over at Benton while en route back
from Bowling Green, where they have
been the past few weeks.
Mrs. John Iseman, Miss Georgia
Iserpan, Frank and Jessie Iseman,
and Misses Dugan and Mitchell have
returned from visiting at Union
City, Tenn. •
.Mr. George Willig, of Waco, Tex.,
arrived here Sunday and accompan-
ied back home his wife, who has been
visiting her sisters, Mesdames James
Campbell and W. F. Bradshaw.
Mr. Jesse Loeb and sister, Miss
Florence. arsived yesterday at Bre-
men, Germany, on their European
tour.
Mrs. R. E. Fullmer has gone to
Buffalo and Niagara Falls to spend
the summer.
Mrs. B. E. Reed and son, Ben, of
St. Louis, arrived yesterday from St.
Louis, to visit the former's daugh-
ter,•Mts. Rabb Noble, of Arcadia.
Mr. Charks Houser-an and family
ates ereturned fn iisiting in Ten-
M r'.9e Eva ane Rosa Weikert go
"Ttvansville, Lietisvilleeand other
plates today for a visit.
Miners Sopl:ie and Nellie Kirkland
are spending two weeks in Smith-
land, Ky.
CM. John J. Dorian and daughter
odibave retu-ned from Chicago.LOCAL NEWS ntfit fo• Cincinnati on the Rees Lee.rs. C. E. Whiteside! left Sunday
Mr. T. ideas Basrby returned Sun-
day ni, :- t from Criagie Hope and
Dyer*iirg, Tenn.
Mr. Jerry C,orbett, Eddrrille,
was hetet yesterday visiting his broth-.
cc, Hon. Hal Corbett.
Miss Irma Reitz went to Cincin-
nati Striday on the Rees Lee.
Mr. Charles Kiger went hack to
Smithia 71d yesterday.
Miss Lydia Wilson returned Sun-
day fro!, Dawson Springs. •
Mies I: C. Rogebom, of Versailles,
Ky., is here for a viet.
Mr. Brack Owen is in Lemisville on
burriness.
Mr. Thorne. M. Nance
Louisville ye-terday.—Leas Mitchell, a white man, who
Mr. Henry I'etter is inhad been wrested in Mayfield or al-
on bias:nese, having goneleged bootlegging, was brought here e_
yesterday by Deputy U. S. Marshal naY'
Saunders and presented before U. S. 'As Samuel Cohan and wife went
to Louisville yesterday.Cmmissioner Gardner. The evidence
beg being sufficient to hold the ac- Ma. W. .A. Berry returned this
cased over he W419 dischaeged. morning from Uniontown, Ky., where
—Mr. Charles James is daily get- he has been visiting.
ring better of appendicitis at Smith- Mass Mamie Ryan. of Murray, went
land, but is not yet able to be up. borne yesterday after visiting here.
Cecile Cockrell ha, returnedlarge crowd of excursionists Miss 
were here yesterday from Pinckney- to her home in St. Louis, after visit-
vil.11,.Ky., on the steamer Reuben
'"nensIble,..ninking die round trip up the
Cumberland river.
—A large crowd attended the dance
given at Wallace park pavilion last
alrePiag by the isio5 Amateur Base-
&ail dub.
,litieferee'Bagiby in banlertiptcy ',ester
Smithland tomorrow to visit herday made an order notifying credit-
aunt, Mrs. James Baldwin.ors thet in ten days he would antic
Mrs. John Williamson, Jr., andanother, order neciar a 15 per cent
'an4efentf the 'be ruptcy care ofson  have returned from Dixon
Brown & Shelton, the former cigar Springs.
Mass Blanche Street has gone forand tobacco dealers of -Broadway
the round trip tc I Cincinnati aboardnear Fourth iereet. This is the first
the Rees Lee.
Mass Elizabeth Willinmison
Rose Claire, Ill., yesterday
relatives.
—The Memphi; train which should
have retched here yesterday forenoon
was dellayed three hours by an en-
gine breaking down.
—The little daughter of Mr. W. H.
Stevens, of Mayfield, who formerly
lined here, was yesterday dangerous-
ly ill from spinal meningitis.
—There was a heavy fall of iain
Sunday afeernoon, after a pleasant
forenoon. Yesterday was partially
bright and cloudy and quite balmy,
doubtless. from the rain of Sunday.





Rev. J. H. Roberts, wife and
daughter, Mary Louise, have return-
ed from Creal Springs, accompanied
by Dr. C. M. Roberts sod wife, of
Hot Springs, Ark.
M.r s. S. H. Winstead, Misses
Corinne and Lillie Mae Winstead,
Dr. W. C. Eubanks and wife, Prof.
Harry Gilbert, Dr. Sydney Smith,'
Mr. Walter Iverson and Mr. Carl
Puryear returned yesterday from
spending Sunday at Dixon Springs.recruiting office, and well be sent to
*, barrks ac at Oolum Lawyers Arthur Martin and Camp-
service in the army. 
btre Ohio, for ,
bell Flournoy went to Louisville
—Mrs. Luigi nennann and family, of 
yesterday morning.
this city, are visiting in Genoa. Italy 
Hon. John K. Henekick,
Sart on. account of one child being fr°114 Sanithiand 
yesterday.
'deaf they are Saving trouble in get- Mr. Fred Hisey, of Cairo, spenttin back became of he strict immi_ Sunday in Paehicah visiting his fath-
gratin"( lanes To establish the fact er and saatees-
_e7tn _nein was boTo 64 coml._ M. W. H. Crafton and wife have
.177 vitit'irive; fa,ots, hedge Bagby has returned from visiting Mrs. 0. 8.Herring, of Eddyville.forwarded to Genoa th.pecessary pa-
tome Mn George Edwaeds has returned
dividend.
-ink trial run was made by the cen-
ters, fire department apparatus last
evenipg, Commissioner John Bonds
hinolner tinned in the alarm from Sev-
enth and Washington streets in order
to see hcnv quick the men could get
gut there.
ea-Mr. and Mrs. Rabb Noble, of Ar-
ias% have a girl baby, their first. I
horn.
-Joe Smith, of prookport, George
Diver, of Metropolis, and C. D. Hud-
son, of Bowling Greens have enlisted
with Sergeant Jacob, of the local
pers for the family no
Mrs Viviano moved 
rom feicm Dixon Springs.
ilisrlientlie turned from a flying business trip to
'Mr. Charles E. Jennings has re-
. 




ing her father out in the county.
Mies Nannie Barkedale. of Union
City, Tenn., has returned home after
visiting her hrothgre, Messes. Au-
brey and Herbert Barksdale.
Mrs. Percy Paxton and daughter
returned Sunday from Dixon Springs,
Miss Annie Williamson goes to
returned
down • Mayfield, to accuullnart
home t xday his wife and children,
who have been visiting Miss Annie
;.Hale, of that city.
Alderilian E. E. Bell returned yes-
terday from Canton, Ky., where he
has been on business. He came
;down especially to be present at the
trial of the imipeactiment charges
against City Jailer Thomas Evitts.
Messrs. and Mesdames Edward
Ashbrook and Richard Clements
'
have returned from Dixon Springs.
Mrs. Lloyd Baker and son have
returned to Mayfield after visiting
here.
Mr. J. P. McCyty returned Sun-
day evening from Princeton.
Colonel R. G. Caldwell has 'return-
ed from sojourning at Dawson.
'Mr. Herman Roan, of the Amer-
ican Express company, spent Sunday
at Carbondale, Ill.
Wm. .Lydbn, Jr., and wife, of
Cairo, spent Sunday here with rela-
tives.
Misses Lorena, Carrie and Lillian
Beyer and Dora Rouse have returned
from Mlayfield, where they attended
the house party of Misses+. Essie and
Lena Dout•hitt.
•Mr. Henry Theotiold returned yes-
terday from spending Sunday at
Louisville.
Mr. Fon Hatch, the engineer, has
gone to Arlington, Ky., to visit.
Mr. Charles Epstein, a former
young Paducahan was here Sunday
en route to Texas from Louisville on
a drumaning trip. He now needs
for the Uri whisky hose of the Falls
City, and this. Was his first trip here
for some years.
Miss Crutcher, representing the fe-
male college of Oxford, Miss., is in
the city, as are Mrs. E. A. Hoge-
boon e of the Versailles, Ky:, school,
and Mr. John M. Cooney, of St.
Miary's college. All are here looking
for pupils for their institutions.
Mk. Oscar L. Gregory returned
Sunday from Birmingham, Ala.
Willard•Luckett returned Sun-
day from visiting at Eady-ville.
Mr. W. B. Milne spent Sunday
with his family at Eddyville.
Mr. Leonard Janes 'returned Sun-
day from the Northern jurniture
markets, while yesterday.enSis wife
and child returned from"Urtion City.
Tenn., where they visiting while Mr.
is flea was North.
Mr. Clint Wilcox and wife of Mt.
Vernon, Ind.. have returned from
Dixon Springs; and are again visit-
ing the latter's parents, lir. and Mrs.
W. N. Jimes. Miss Wiiliamette
Jane, returned from Dixon with
them.
Mrs. J. F. Master, of William Falls,
N. Y., arrived y!sterehey to visit her
mother, Mrs.. Dr. P. G. Reed.
Messes. Less bennett iiedt-George
VVilseni go to De /eon Springs in a
few days.
Miss Bessie Hamlett, of Henderson,
Tenn., is the guest of Mrs. Roy Mc-
Kinney, en route home from a so-
journ at Itawsde.-
Maj G. W. Saunders, deputy U. S.
marshal for this district, is in the
City.
Judge R. J. Bugg. of Bardv.-ell,
came in yesterday from yfield.
where his uotsfillipi in seine for a
several hours'
Dr. Charles Lightfoot Ilse returned
from a severallisieleks' visit to his
former home in Hawesville, Ky.
Mr. Charles Trueheact, the Louis-
ville life insurance man who has been
here several days, goes to Diamond
Springs, Ky., today for a sojourn.




JUDGE E. W. WHITTEMORE
LEFT THIS MORNING TO
ATTEND ONE..
Major George Saunders' Relatives
Had Jeirful Gathering Saturday
—Other Social Matters.
Judge E. 'N. Whittemore, the real
estate man, let this morning for his
old home in Nobscott, Mass., to
spend a few weeks and be present at
the celebration of his father's eight-
ieth birthday whicit occurs next
Thursday. A family reurrion will he
held and a pleasant time INK, as the
members are scattered over the courn
try.
Saunders' Reunion.
Major George W. Saunders the
deputy United States marshal, re-
turned yesterday from Mayfield. Last
Saturday the family reunion was held
cut in Graves county and a most en-
joyable time hied, although sickikes
prevented a large number of relatives
from .being in attendleslice. About
thirty were present.
Married at Metropolis.
Mies Harriet Bockner and Mr.
Nathan Cruse went to Minropelis yes
terdny and were married, rettirrirede
here in the afternoon. They are pop-
ular young people, the groom being
connected with the Illinois, Central
here.
Friends Surprised.
Mies, Bortie Thurman and Mr. Hol-
land Young, of this city, earprised
their many friend.' Sunday afternoon
fis getting married et Metropolis,
where they had gone on the Cowling
(excursion in company with Miss Ma-




We have just opened an up-to-date and well stocked hardware de-
partment for our establishment, and are carrying mammoth
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes
Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttiery, Tinware, Woodenware, Gran-
iteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware, and in fact a line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.
Being buyers in large quantities, and on" a basis with lead-
inghouses, we are in position to give the best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling and seeing our Varied stock.
U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,






+West Kentucky Coal Co*
HAS PURCHASED THE ENTIRE PLANT
OF THE UNITED STATES GAS, COAL &
COKE CO., AND TRADEWATER  COAL




Both Phones 254. - Second and Ohio Street
4444 1414*.+014444+ 4.44+01•4*- +441
They were married by Justice Lig-
gett and returned here Sunday even-
ing.
The bade- Is he dainty anilThooll.
5( aThe yOUllig lady of many friends
who has been connected with the
long distance toil rooms of the Cum-
berland Telephone company
Mr. Young. is the son of Justice
Jenne Young, and an energetic and es
timable young man of reliable gush-
tat,. He is a plumber connected with
the Ed D. Hannan establishment.
They will make their home at the
residence of the groom's father on
Clark street near Ninth.
Ice Cream Social
This evening an ice cream social
will be given by the Ladies' society
of the Broaherhood of Locomotive
Firemen at, die hewn of Mrs. T. L.
Reeder, 319 North Twelfth street.
Red Cross Attention.
One of the state. organizers of the
Red Cross society from Kansas City,
Mo., will be in the city this week and
will be present at the meetings of
the society this week. The colored
lodge will meet at their hall, Seventh
and Adams streets,. Tuesday night,
July 25, and the white lodge at tett
Meyers greet, Wednesday night, July
26. A full attendance Itif both meet-
ings is requested.
J. D. O'BRIEN, Local Secy
Meets Thursday.
The W. C. T. U. of Paducah WAS
hold its regular meeting next
day afternoon at half past t
o'clock in the lecture room of the
Feet Baptist church. At the last
meeting considerable time was given
to a discussion of means for increas-
ing the effiCiency of the union. The
feeling seemed to be quite unarii-
1130U, that the opportunity was here
for great good to be accomplialead
if it were rightly improved. 'f.'s
An official antopey held on a pa-
tient who died in New Orleans Sun-
day has discloatel that the disease was
yellow' fester. The state board of
health has arranged for a detention
hospital, and has notified the health
authoritiee in other states of the preee
erice of , the dieraet




Belvedere nourishes the nerves and muscles. It's good
for sick people and convalescents because its PURE
and properly aged. And it's good for everybody
who enjoys a clear, sparkling., perfect beer—ti best
anbeer to be found ywhere.
Ask for Belvedere, the Master Brew, and
See that Yov Get It.
Ipaducab 13rewery Company .
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY.
?isk Your Grocer
, For - KEVILS
ARISTOCRAT R.0011
The Standard Flour o
The World,
4
•
